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1. Introduction 
This paper deals with formal foundations for the specification of dynamic systems, 
in particular with the extension to the dynamic case of algebraic techniques. 
The classical theory of abstract data-types deals originally with static systems, like 
data structures. A data structure is modelled by some variant of the notion of algebra 
over a signature, i.e. a (sorted) set of values with some additional mathematical struc- 
ture (e.g. functions handling values). An abstract data-type is a class of algebras sat- 
isfying some properties defined by logical sentences. Many algebraic formalisms have 
been proposed, different w.r.t. the choice of algebras (e.g. total, partial, with predicates) 
and/or sentences (e.g. equations, positive conditional axioms, first-order formulas). 
Each one of these formalisms is an institution in the now well-known sense of 
[14], i.e. a logical system defining models (semantic entities) over signatures giving 
their syntactic interface and sentences with an associated satisfaction relation stating 
properties which models either satisfy or not. 
Many ways have been considered in the literature for extending the theory of abstract 
data-types to the dynamic case. For instance, a possibility is to represent the states of a 
dynamic system as terms (semantically, elements of a special sort) and state transitions 
as predicates. This approach (“state-as-term”) is at the root of a variety of formalisms, 
like process algebras and algebraic transition systems (see e.g. [3] for a survey). 
Although fruitful, this idea is partly unsatisfactory since in some sense static and dy- 
namic aspects are mixed in a representation of this kind: for instance, “pure” functions 
and operations which modify the state are represented in the same way. 
Recently, several extensions of algebraic specification techniques have been proposed, 
which are based on a different approach, which we call “state-as-algebra” (see e.g. 
[5,7, 11, 12, 15, 161). 
As suggested by the name, the basic idea is to model states in the life of a dynamic 
system as algebras. The signature of these algebras (static signature) represents the 
static interface of the system, intuitively the observations that one may perform, getting 
answers which are depending on the current state. Dynamic evolution is modelled 
consequently by transformation between algebras. In particular, we are interested in 
“labelled” models, which distinguish between different kinds of possible transformations 
of the system (like procedures in imperative languages or methods in object-oriented 
languages and databases). With this choice, the dynamic interface of a system can be 
formalized in turn by some kind of signature, intuitively the modzjications one may 
perform on the system. 
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We also use the name “dynamic data-types” for the state-as-algebra approaches, 
stressing the fact that in this case it is the overall data-type, modelling the system, 
which becomes dynamic; we call “dynamic-data types” the algebraic models of dy- 
namic systems which indeed remain, essentially, within the usual algebraic framework, 
modelling states as (possibly special) values (as in the state-as-term approach), stress- 
ing the fact that in this case data, i.e. values, may represent dynamic entities. 
The state-as-algebra view of a dynamic system has in our opinion many advantages. 
First of all, it is very natural to model a state as an algebra especially when thinking 
of “real large systems”, like information systems, where a single snapshot is something 
very complicated and structured. The static and the dynamic features of a system are 
kept distinct in a clean way, and modelled by semantic entities of different nature. 
More importantly, this separation allows in principle to combine in a modular way 
different specification techniques for static and dynamic requirements, in the spirit of 
the integration of different formalisms which is now emerging as a fundamental topic 
(see e.g. [lo]). Static requirements are conditions whose satisfaction can be stated w.r.t. 
a given state of the system, like integrity constraints in the case of databases. Since each 
state is an algebra, they can be expressed in one of the many well-established algebraic 
formalisms (i.e., an institution SF for the static level), choosing the most adequate for 
any particular situation. Thus it is important to be able to specify dynamic aspects 
in a way that can be actually integrated with any of these formalisms. In this paper, 
- 
we present a formalism DF supporting this capability; formally, for each institution 
SF chosen for the static level, we get an institution m(SF) enriching SF by dynamic 
aspects 2 . 
With respect to the general notion of dynamic system presented above, this for- 
malism models dynamic features by a family of (dynamic) operation symbols, like 
in a standard algebraic signature. The intepretation of a dynamic operation symbol is, 
roughly speaking, a function from states into states; moreover, for any pair of source 
and target states (algebras), say A and B, there is a mapping from elements of A into 
elements of B (tvackiny mup), intuitively keeping trace of the “identity” of entities 
during the evolution of the system. Indeed, we are interested in modelling systems 
with some notion of persistent identity of individuals, which can be recovered from a 
state to another. The definition of the algebras used as states is not fixed once at all, 
but provided by the underlying institution SF for the static level (e.g. total algebras, 
partial algebras, first-order structures, . . .). 
- 
Correspondingly, the sentences in DF(SF), expressing the requirements that a dy- 
namic system should satisfy, are constructed on top of the sentences expressing static 
requirements, provided by SF (e.g. equations, positive conditional axioms, first-order 
formulas , . . .). We consider three kinds of sentences in DF(SF). 
l Invariants, which are just static sentences (i.e. the sentences of SF). A dynamic 
system .&’ satisfies 4 in a state A iff A satisfies 4 in the sense defined in SF. 
’ Actually, both SF and E(SF) have a richer structure than an institution, as clarified in the sequel 
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b Pre-post conditions, which are sentences of the form (41) dt { c#Q}, generalizing 
classical Hoare’s triples), where C#Q and (b2 are static sentences and dt is a dynamic 
term, i.e. a term constructed by composing dynamic operations in sequence, hence 
denoting, roughly speaking, a transformation of states. A dynamic system & satisfies 
{ ~$1) dt { $2) in a state A iff, whenever A satisfies ~$1 in SF and the state transforma- 
tion denoted by dt, applied to A, gives a defined state, this state satisfies C#Q in SF. 
The tracking map allows to relate valuations of variables before and after executing 
dt, generalizing what is usually achieved in temporal logic by rigid variables (see 
e.g. [18]; see also [7] for some other work concerning relating sentences before and 
after a state transformation). 
l Dynamic equations, i.e. sentences of the form dtl = dtz, with dt,, dt2 dynamic terms. 
A dynamic system & satisfies dt, = dtz in a state A iff the state transformations 
denoted by dtl and dtz, applied to A, give the same state (or are both undefined). 
We have defined above the validity of a dynamic sentence w.r.t. a dynamic system d 
and a current state A; the validity w.r.t. d can be defined as usual by quantification 
over all the possible states. Thus, for instance, dtl = dt2 is valid in d iff dtl and 
dt2 denote exactly the same state transformation in .&. Hence, if dtl = dtz, then 
(41) dtl{&} iff ($11 & (42) f or any pair of static sentences C$ I,&. 
Invariants, pre-post conditions and dynamic equations are presented mainly for illus- 
trating the expressive power of our formalism, showing examples of formulas which 
can actually be defined on top of a given formalism for static aspects: the definition of 
an “ideal specification language” for dynamic data-types is outside of the scope of this 
paper. For instance, a feature very useful for practical application would be some com- 
pact way of stating that the execution of a dynamic term should not affect some part 
of the state, unless specified otherwise (what is sometimes called frame assumption). 
We can now summarize the work done in the paper from a more technical point of 
view. 
l We give a formal definition of static framework intended to be an abstraction of 
concrete formalisms suitable for the description of static aspects of a system. Indeed, 
the parameter SF of our construction must have some additional structure w.r.t. a 
generic institution: we require that models have carriers which are (sorted) sets (that 
is technically needed for the tracking map) and, correspondingly, that there is an ex- 
plicit notion of variables in sentences with related valuations of these variables into 
(carriers of) models (that is technically needed for introducing pre-post sentences). 
These requirements are very general and met by existing algebraic formalisms, and 
correspond to a notion of “institution with variables” which we believe is of inde- 
pendent interest (see [20] for a similar notion). 
l We give a formal notion of dynamic framework over a given static framework, 
intended to be an abstraction of possible formalisms defined “on top” of a given 
formalism for defining static aspects, adding dynamics. Formally, a dynamic frame- 
work is again a special case of institution: we require that models have carriers 
which are classes of states (which can be viewed as models in the underlying static 
framework). The above notion of valuation of variables is lifted in a natural way: a 
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(dynamic) valuation is given now by a state, together with a (static) valuation into 
the static model corresponding to this state. 
l We present a concrete example DF of dynamic framework which can be defined 
over any static framework: i.e., a logical formalism specifying dynamic systems 
which is parametric over the specification formalism chosen for specifying the static 
aspects. Formally, we give a functor between two appropriate categories. This is 
very important since it means, first, that the designer of the system can choose the 
specification language he/she prefers for describing the static aspects; second, since 
the transformation is functorial, that a translation between two static formalisms 
can be naturally extended to a translation between the two corresponding dynamic 
formalisms. 
This paper is the continuation of some preceding work on dynamic data-types. In 
particular, the models of our parameterized institution are based on d-oids presented 
in [4,5], and actually we keep the same name. Anyway, some new ideas are needed 
here for obtaining a formalism which actually supports change of syntax (formally, 
for defining a reduct). The key problem is that dynamic operations may depend on a 
“richer” structure than the one specified in the interface (static signature): intuitively, 
that corresponds to the fact that in concrete cases states are usually partly or completely 
hidden to the outside. 
Other related work is in [6], where it is shown that dynamic terms presented in 
this paper are a free structure, in [22], where a notion of implementation for dynamic 
data-types is presented, and in [2], where dynamic data-types are used as semantic 
framework for a kernel language of modules with state. 
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our ideas by means 
of a simple example of dynamic system. In Section 3 we give the definitions of 
static and dynamic framework. In Section 4 we define our parameterized institution. 
In Section 5 we show that our trasformation is actually a functor between the ap- 
propriate categories. In the conclusion, we briefly discuss the relevance of our re- 
sults and give some comparison with related work and hints towards further 
development. 
A preliminary shorter version of this paper is [23]. 
2. An introductory example 
In this section, we informally present the formalism I% for describing and specifying 
dynamic systems (parameterized by a formalism SF for static aspects) which will be 
formally defined in Section 4. In order to present our ideas, we use throughout the 
paper a toy example of dynamic system. We consider a graphical system for drawing 
and moving circles in the Cartesian plane, informally described as follows. At a certain 
instant, there exists a finite number of circles, each one having a position, a size and 
a colour (red or green). Circles may partly or completely overlap. The system can be 
modified by either moving or resizing circles, by changing their colour (from green to 
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red and conversely) and by creating copies of existing circles. Moreover it is possible 
to delete simultaneously all the, say, green circles. 
We assume that the system starts from an initial state in which only one circle exists, 
e.g. with center in the origin, radius one and green colour. 
State sets. A natural way of representing a state of the system is as an algebra A 
over the following signature &: 
sig CV = 
sorts int,posReal, colour, circle 
opns 
X, Y : circle + int 
radius : circle -+ posRea1 
co1 : circle + colour 
s.t. Aint, Apos~eal and hour are the sets of integer, positive real and colour values, 
respectively, and Acircle is a (finite) set representing the existing circles. Let w be the 
class of such algebras: 9 models all the possible states of the dynamic system we want 
to describe. We will call V a state set over &. 
In this example, signature means algebraic many-sorted signature and algebra means 
standard many-sorted total algebra; anyway, other choices could be taken, like partial 
algebras, algebras with predicates, first-order structures; the concrete definitions of sig- 
natures and algebras (or, adopting a more general word, models) over a signature are 
part of the parameter SF. 
Dynamic operations and their interpretation. The signature Cq above intuitively 
represents the structure of each state of the system; in other words, the observations 
one can perform on the system at a certain instant. Anyway, that does not describe 
completely the system; what is missing is a description of the dynamic aspects of the 
system, i.e. how the system can change (pass from one state to another). 
In our formalism, dynamic evolution is defined by giving a family of dynamic 
operations DOPfg, each one modelling one possible basic way of modifying the system. 
DOP% = 
move: circle int int + 
moveAll: int int + 
resize: circleposRea1 =S 
changeCo1: circle + 
copy: circle + circle 
delGreen: + int 
Note that dynamic operations have functionality of the form s1 . . . s,, + [s], with [ -1 
denoting optionality, since they may return a final result or just have a side-effect on 
the state (like methods in many object-oriented languages). In the dynamic operation 
delGreen the final result is the number of the green circles which have been deleted. 
The interpretation of a dynamic operation, say dop: s1 . . . s, + [s], is, accordingly 
with our view of a state as an algebra, a map associating with each pair (A, (al,. . . , a,)), 
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where A E V is a state (algebra) and (at,. . . , a,) E A,, ...Sn, a new state modelled by an 
algebra B E %’ and, if [s] not null, a value b E B,. In addition, we want to be able to 
recover how the elements of A are transformed when passing to B; formally, we assume 
a partial map f’, called tracking map, f : ( A 14) B /. The tracking map is significant 
only for elements which intuitively model entities which may change (like circles in 
the example); basic values (like integer, positive reals and colours in the example) 
are viewed as special elements which always exist and never change (i.e. the tracking 
map is always the identity over them). Intuitively, if .f(n) = b, u and b represent the 
same entity; if ,f(a) is not defined, then the entity represented by a has been deleted 
passing from A to B; conversely, if for some b E \BI, ,&z E \A] s.t. f(u) = 6, then h 
represents a new entity in B, not existing before. Finally, if .f(ul) = f(u2) for some 
at # ~2, then the two entities represented by al and u2 respectively “collapse” to the 
same entity passing from A to B. 
As should be clear from the case analysis above, the tracking map allows us to have 
a very general and abstract notion of persistent identity, different from the standard 
way identity is modeled in object systems, i.e. by unique names. This standard way 
would correspond indeed to assume that each entity a has a name Nume(u) in some 
fixed set of unique names N, and we know “a priori” that a and b represent the same 
entity iff Name(u) = Name(b). In our model instead, instantiations of the same entity 
in different states are recognized “a posterior?’ by the tracking map (i.e., as explained 
below, if .f(u) = b, then a and b represent the same entity). It should be clear that the 
former solution is in some sense “an implementation” of the latter; indeed, the choice 
of the set of unique names is arbitrary, and it is also not relevant the fact that each 
entity has exactly one name; the same effect would be achieved assuming e.g. to have 
an equivalence relation - on N and stating that a and b represent the same entity iff 
Nume(u) - Nume(b). Actually, in [5], it has been proved that, under an assumption 
formalizing the intuition that in the system there is no “collapsing” of identities, it is 
always possible to construct an isomorphic system with a canonical choice of unique 
names (roughly speaking, the unique name of an entity a is the equivalence class of 
all the elements b in some state s.t. II is transitively reachable from a via the tracking 
map). On the contrary, the case in which the system allows two entities which were 
different to become the same is expressible in our model and not expressible by using 
unique names. 
Consider, for example, the dynamic operation move. The expected interpretation 
associates, with each pair (A, (‘;,zI ,z2 )), where A E V represents a state of the system, 
‘/ E Acirclr an existing circle and zl,z2 two integer values, a new state B E %? defined 
as follows: 
P(r) = XA(,J> + Zr, YB(,;> = YA(y) + z2, 
XB(>J) = XA(y’), YE($) = YA(r’), tii” E Bcirclr,y’ # “u’, 
rudiusB = rudiu.8, colB = colA. 
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In this case the tracking map from IAl to IBI is just the identity: no new elements 
are created. Note anyway that, as explained above, an equivalent definition could be to 
take Bcircle any set in bijection with Acircle, with the tracking map being this bijection, 
say f, and operations in B defined by homomorphism: 
J?f(Y)) = J-%4 + Zl, mf-W) = WY) + z2, 
XBU-W = J%y’>, YB(fO’)) = YAW, v/y’ E Acirc/e, Y’ # Y, 
radiusB(f(y’)) = radiusA( and coZ’(f($)) = c&(Y’), Vy’ E Acircle. 
This equivalence can be formally expressed as an isomorphism in the category of 
d-oids over a signature (see Def/Prop. 13 in the sequel). 
We consider now a dynamic operation creating new objects, like e.g. copy. The 
expected interpretation associates, with each pair (A, y), where A E W represents a state 
and y E Acircle an existing circle, a pair (B, y’) defined as follows: 
Bcircle = Acircle U {Y’}, with Y’ G Acircle, 
XB(y’) = J?(y), YB(y’) = YA(y), radi&y’) = radiusA( colB(y’) = colA(y), 
XB(y”) = XA(y”), YB(y”) = YA(y”), ra&2(y”) = radiuJP(y”), 
coZ’(y”) = colA(y”), Vy” E Aci,+ 
(Moreover, because A, B E 97, Bcolnur = Acolour = {red,green},Bi,,, = Ain, = Z, 
B/ms~eo~ = A/m~ra~ = R.) In this case the tracking map from Acircle to Bcirclr is the 
inclusion. Analogously to the case above, an equivalent definition can be obtained 
replacing the inclusion by any injective function from Acircle into a set having one more 
element, and defining operations over images of old elements by homomorphism. 
Note that a dynamic operation is expected to give in general the semantic counterpart 
of a complex behaviour. For instance, one dynamic operation typically corresponds to 
the execution of a method, even possibly involving calls of other methods inside; 
indeed what is modeled is the resulting semantics of the method. 
Constant dynamic operations and their interpretation. In our approach it is conve- 
nient, for a complete analogy with the static case, to have constant dynamic operations, 
with functionality written [s]. Constant operations just define a particular state of the 
system (possibly together with a value), to be intended as one possible starting state 
of the evolution. 
In our example, we add to DOPv one constant dynamic operation 
start: circle 
whose interpretation is a pair (A, y) where 
Acircle = {Y}, 
XA(y) = 0, YA(y) = 0, radiu./(y) = 1, colA(y) = green. 
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Note that constant dynamic operations are different from parameterless non-constant 
operations (with functionality + [s], like delGreen in our example) which always have 
the state as implicit argument. This difference has no correspondence in usual algebraic 
frameworks, and is propagated to the definition of dynamic terms and sentences (see 
later on). 
D-oid signatures and D-aids. The overall structure obtained enriching 59 by dynamic 
operations is called a d-oid over the d-oid signature DCX = (1~6, DOPcg) (Def/Prop. 11 
and 12). 
Note that, comparing the formal description of a dynamic system given by a d- 
oid with a formal description given in the traditional style of transition systems, the 
states of the transition system are given by the class %? of X%-algebras, and there 
is a transition from A into B whenever, for some dynamic operation dop and tuple 
of values iz in A, dop”( (A,a) ) = {B[, b]). Hence, in a d-oid there is implicitly the 
usual notion of “reachability” of states (from one or more initial states). Anyway, in 
a d-oid there is some more information which can be hardly expressed by the simple 
notion of transition system: first, that each dynamic operation is a function (hence 
the non-determinism only originates from the possibility of applying different dynamic 
operations, or the same with different arguments, to the same state), second the tracking 
map which “connects” elements of different states. 
As usual, given a d-oid signature DC = (C, DOP), the class of the d-oids over 
DC describes all the possible “implementations” of the interface defined by (C, DOP), 
which differ for their possible states and for the interpretation of the dynamic operations. 
In the example considered until now, the states in %? are exactly algebras over CCC,. 
In general this is a too strong requirement; in the definition of a d-oid over D&, we 
only ask that the states are structures which “can be viewed” as &-algebras (i.e. that, 
for any state, there is an associated Zv-algebra). This models the fact that, in dynamic 
systems, states are partly or completely “hidden” to the outside, and is technically 
needed for defining the reduct of a d-oid. To see this, let us consider the following - -__ 
d-oid signature DC = (C, DOP): 
sig C = 
sorts int,posReal, circle 
opns 
X, Y : circle i int 
radius : circle + posRea1 
DOP= 
move: circle int int * 
resize: circleposRea1 + 
delGreen: int int + 
This d-oid signature is obtained from DIE just forgetting some sorts (colour), static 
operations (col) and dynamic operations (moveAll, changecol, copy); formally, there is 
a morphism of d-oid signatures from DC to D&, see Definition 11, whose components 
are set inclusions. 
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In institutions [14], whenever there is a morphism between two signatures, say 
cr: Ct 4 &, there exists a functor -I,, from the category of &-models to the cat- 
egory of Ct-models, called the reduct functor; intuitively, this functor expresses the 
fact that any &-model “can be viewed” as a Cl-model. In the example above, that 
means that we expect to be able to be able to see %? as a system supporting the re- 
stricted interface DZ; formally, to define the reduct of %? w.r.t. DC, denoted %,E. 
Anyway, in this reduct, it is not possible to take as states algebras over the restricted 
static signature r. Indeed, the interpretation of delGreen in 9? strictly depends on the 
co1 operation (since the value n returned by delGreen is the number of existing green 
circles), hence, if we forget col, there is no canonical way of deriving an interpretation 
of delGreen over z-algebras. This is a simple example of a very general situation, i.e. 
the fact that the definition of dynamic operations in a system (e.g. procedures in a 
software module) may depend on some components of the state which are hidden, i.e. 
not declared in the interface. 
The solution we take is to “relax” the definition of state set over C; we do not 
require that the states are C-algebras, but only that there is a mapping from the class 
of the states into C-algebras, intuitively giving, for any state, its “view” as E-algebra 
(i.e. its observable view). With this definition, we can take as reduct of ‘22 w.r.t. DZ 
the d-oid which keeps the same states of %‘, but where the view of a state, say A 
(which was A itself in V) is the reduct A,,. See Def/Prop. 6 for the formalization of 
this idea. 
Dynamic terms. In order to define the logical part of our formalism (i.e. sentences 
expressing properties of the dynamic system), we introduce first of all dynamic terms, 
which are the analogous of terms in usual algebraic frameworks. We distinguish con- 
stant and non-constant dynamic terms. 
A non-constant dynamic term over a d-oid signature DC and an S-sorted family of 
variables X, with S the sorts of (the static part of) DC, is a sequence of the form 
where 
- dop,,..., dop, are non-constant dynamic operations in DC; 
_ for each i = l,..., n, Xi is a tuple of variables whose number and types correspond 
to the arity of dop,; each one of these variables is either in X (i.e. is a free variable) 
or is Xj, for some j < i; 
_ square brackets denote optionality; for each i = 1,. . . , n, xi + is present only if dopi 
has a result sort. 
An example is 
y t copy(x); changeCol(y); changeCol(x) 
A non-constant dynamic term denotes a state transformation. For instance the dy- 
namic term above intuitively denotes the state transformation which consists in, first, 
creating a new circle y as a copy of an existing circle x, then changing the colour of 
y, finally changing the colour of x. Note that the variable x is free (hence in order 
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to evaluate this dynamic term we need an initial state, say A, and a valuation of x in 
AC+,.,,,), while the first occurence of the variable y is used to bind further occurrences. 
Constant dynamic terms are defined in the same way, except that the first element 
of the sequence is a constant operation. For instance, 
x t start; y t copy(x); changeCol(y); changeCof(x) 
denotes the state where two circles exist, both with center in the origin, radius one and 
red colour, obtained as follows: first, taking as initial state A and as valuation of x in 
AciYc,c, the circle y where (A,?) is the result of copy; then, applying the state transfor- 
mation described above. Note that constant dynamic terms have no free variables. 
As shown by the examples, constant dynamic terms denote particular states of the 
system (they can be seen as derived constant dynamic operations) while non-constant 
dynamic terms denote state transformations (roughly speaking, functions from states 
into states; they can be seen as derived non-constant dynamic operations). This is 
perfectly analogous to what happens for usual terms. Anyway, note that in the dynamic 
case, due to the fact that there is the implicit state parameter which plays a special 
role, constant dynamic terms are different from non-constant dynamic terms with no 
free variables, like for instance 
.v t delGreen; moveAIl(y, y) 
which has no free variables, but still needs to be evaluated w.r.t. to an initial state. 
This dynamic term denotes a state transformation which consists first in deleting all 
the existing green circles, keeeping in y their number, and then in moving all the 
remaining (hence red) circles by y both horizontally and vertically. 
Dynamic sentences. We consider now which should be intuitively a specijication of 
a dynamic system with interface (& , DOPH ). In other words, we want to specify in 
an abstract way, by means of logical sentences, which we will call dynamic sentences, 
some requirements over the behaviour of the system, 
At the model level, the definition of d-oid is parameterized by the framework SF 
chosen for the static level, which defines what are (static) signatures and algebras 
modeling states. Analogously, at the specification level, we assume that some language 
of sentences is provided for specifying requirements over single states of the system 
(static sentences), and construct the dynamic sentences ‘<on top” of those. In our 
running example, we take as static sentences first order sentences constructed taking 
as basis equalities between CH-terms. 
Analogously to dynamic terms, we distinguish dynamic sentences into constant and 
non-constant. The intuition is that constant dynamic sentences express properties which 
may hold or not in a dynamic system (formally, their validity is defined w.r.t. a d-oid 
cd), while non-constant dynamic sentences express properties depending on the current 
state of the system (formally, their validity is defined w.r.t. a d-oid d and a state 
A). Of course, the validity of a non-constant dynamic sentence w.r.t. a d-oid can be 
defined in a derived way by considering the sentence as implicitly quantified over all 
the possible states. 
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As first example of non-constant dynamic sentences, one can just consider static 
sentences. For instance, let us call I the static sentence below 
X(c,) = X(Q) A Y(c,) = Y(Q) 3 col(c,) = co&c*) 
requiring that two circles with the same center have the same colour; I can be seen 
as a dynamic sentence which holds in a d-oid JCZ and a current state A iff it holds in 
(the observable view of) A in the sense defined in SF. 
If they are considered as implicitly universally quantified over the possible states, 
static sentences express invariants i.e. requirements which must hold in all the states of 
the system, like integrity constraints in the case of databases (another similar notion is 
that of class invariants in Eiffel [19]). For instance I above can be seen as a dynamic 
sentence which holds in a d-oid LX?’ iff it holds in (the observable view of) any state 
of JZJ; the d-oid W defined above, whose states are all the &-algebras, obviously does 
not satisfy this property. An example of d-oid satisfying this property is one whose 
states are all the &-algebras where I holds and where each method is defined like 
in Q?, except that whenever the resulting algebra would not satisfy I, in which case a 
different result is given (for instance the state is not changed). 
Invariants express “general” properties of the dynamic system, which do not refer to 
single dynamic operations. Anyway, in order to describe the behaviour of a dynamic 
system, one also needs to specify the expected behaviour of dynamic operations. A 
standard way of doing that is by pre-post sentences (generalizing Hoare triples). For 
instance, we show below two pre-post sentences expressing an expected property of 
move and changecol, respectively. 
{X(c) = x A Y(c) = y} move(c,x’, y’) {X(c) = x + x’ A Y(c) = y = y’}, 
{co/(c) = k} changeCoZ(c); changeCol(c) {co/(c) = k}. 
The first sentence specify how the coordinates of the center of the argument are 
modified by move; the second states that executing two times changecol on a circle 
has as effect that its colour remains the same. Formally, these sentences are triples 
{4i]dt{42] where 4~1~4 2 are static sentences and dt is a dynamic term. 
Note that using pre-post conditions turns out to be very verbose if one wants to 
give a “complete” specification of a dynamic operation. For instance, the first sentence 
above describes the effect of move on the position of the center of the argument c, 
but says nothing on the effect on the radius and colour of c and, more in general, on 
possible side-effects on other existing circles. In the case of move what we intuitively 
expect is that changing the position of the center of c is the unique effect of the 
call move(c,x’, y’), while “the rest” remains unchanged. Anyway, in order to formally 
specify this fact we would need a quite long sentence explicitly listing all the properties 
which remain unchanged. This problem is known as the frame problem and usually 
solved by introducing some convention. Here we do not face this problem since our 
aim is not to design a good specification language, but to show that it is possible to 
enrich a formalism suitable for static aspects by dynamic features in a canonical way. 
Anyway, as a partial solution, we introduce another kind of dynamic sentences, which 
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we call dynamic equations and allow to state some properties in a more compact way. 
An example is the sentence below, 
moue(c,x, y); moue(c,x’, y’) = moue(c,x +x’, y + y’), 
stating that the effect of a sequence of two move operations on the same circle is the 
same of a unique move operation having as coordinate arguments the (componentwise) 
sum of the two coordinate arguments. In general, a dynamic equation is of the form 
dt 1 = dtz where dt 1, dtz are dynamic terms, and the intended meaning is that dt I and 
dt2 have exactly the same effect. Thus if dtl = dt2 holds then, for each pair c$,,$z 
of static sentences the validity of { $I} dt 1 { 42) must coincide with the validity of 
(411 dtz ($2). 
The sentences shown until now do not take into account the fact that a dynamic oper- 
ation may have, together with an effect on the state, a result value, hence we want to be 
able to specify properties which involve this result.An example of sentence which illus- 
trates this feature is the following, (partly) specifiying the expected behaviour of copy: 
{true} C’ t copy(c) {X(c’) = X(c) A Y(c’) = Y(c) A radius(c’) = radius(c)}. 
stating that the circle returned by a copy operation has the same center and radius of 
the argument circle. 
Finally we illustrate constant sentences. The analogous of pre-post conditions in the 
constant case are sentences of the form {dt}d stating that $ must hold in the state 
obtained as result of dt. An example is 
{c + start}X(c) = 0 A Y(c) = 0 A radius(c) = I. 
(partially) specifying the expected behaviour of the constant dynamic operation copy. 
Dynamic equations in the constant case have the form dt, = dtt? where dt, and dtz 
are constant dynamic terms and the intended meaning is that the two terms denote the 
same state (and possibly result). Invariants make no sense in the constant case. 
In the following sections, we formally present the logic formalism DF for specifiying 
dynamic data-types based on the ideas informally introduced so far. 
As explained above, this formalism is paramerized by the underlying formalism 
SF. Technically, this fact is expressed by defining DF as a functor from the cate- 
gory StFram of the static ,fiarneworks into the category DynFram of the dynamic 
_frameworks. 
The technical presentation is organized as follows: 
_ in Section 3 we define static and dynamic frameworks, i.e. the objects in St Fram 
and Dyn Fram ; 
_ in Section 4 we define the object part of the functor DF, i.e. we show how to define, 
on top of a given static framework SF, an associated dynamic framework DF(SF); 
_ in Section 5 we complete the construction on morphisms, i.e. we define appropriate 
morphisms between static (resp. dynamic) frameworks, thus defining the two cate- 
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gories St Fram and DynFram, and define the morphism part of DF, showing that 
actually the construction is functorial. 
3. Static and dynamic frameworks 
In this section, we give a formal definition of static and dynamic framework, A 
static framework is a logical formalism which has all the components required for 
being an institution (signatures, models, sentences and satisfaction relation - see Defi- 
nition A.1 in the Appendix A) with some additional features which are, from one side, 
technically needed to be able to enrich this formalism by dynamic operations, from 
the other side typical of concrete algebraic formalisms. These additional features are 
summarized below. 
l A signature C has an underlying set of sorts S, and a model over .Z has an un- 
derlying carrier which is an S-sorted set. (Actually, the essential point is to have a 
carrier which is a set: the choice of many-sorted frameworks is mainly for follow- 
ing the tradition in algebraic specifications.) That corresponds to consider concrete 
institutions in the sense of [8]. 
l Instead of considering sentences over a signature, we consider sentences over a 
signature with variables, i.e. a pair (C,X) where C is a signature over S and X is 
an S-sorted set; correspondingly, a sentence is evaluated not just w.r.t. a C-model, 
but w.r.t. a valuation, which is a pair (A, r : X -+ IAI) where A is a C-model and r 
is a map associating values with variables. Sentences as usually defined (“constant” 
sentences in the sense that their evaluation does not depend on a valuation but only 
on a C-model) are recovered as sentences without free variables (i.e. when X = 0). 
A similar notion is introduced in [20] under the name of context institution; in the 
conclusion we outline the differences. 
3. I. Static frameworks 
Notations. We denote by idA the identity of A, for any A object in a category. If C 
is a category, then JCI is the class of its objects. The functor SSet gives, for any set S, 
the category of sorted set over S (S-sorted sets), with partial maps as morphisms (since 
we want to include algebraic frameworks with partial homomorphisms). If r~ : S + S’ 
is a map, X is an S/-sorted set, then Xl0 denotes the S-sorted set whose s-component 
is the o(s)-component of X, for all s E S; conversely, for any S-sorted set X, a(X) is 
the S’-sorted set whose s’-component is the disjoint union of all the s-components of 
X s.t. a(s) = s’ (see Def/Prop. A.2 and A.3 in the Appendix). 
We first define the model part of a static framework, then we add sentences. 
Definition 1. A static model part is a 4-tuple (Sig, Sorts, Mod, j-1) where 
_ Sig is a category whose objects are called signatures; 
_ Sorts is a mnctor, Sorts : Sig + Set, called a sort functor for Sig; for any signature 
C, the elements of S = Sorts(Z) are called the sorts of C; we also say that C is 
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over S; for any signature morphism cr, Sorts(o) is denoted by o when there is no 
ambiguity; 
- Mod is a functor, Mod : Sig”‘p --f Cat; for any signature C, objects in Mod(Z) are 
called models over Z or C-models, and morphisms are called C-morphisms; for any 
signature morphism 0 : Cl --f C2, the functor 
Mod(o) : Mod(&) + Mod(C,) 
is called the reduct functor and denoted by -I~; 
- (-1 is a natural transformation, I- / : Mod ---f SSet o (Sorts)“P, s.t., for any signature 
C, the functor (-IL. is faithful; for any C-model A, (Al1 is called the carrier of 
A, and denoted by IAl or even A when there is no ambiguity, and analogously for 
morphisms. 
Accordingly to the terminology of [ 11, for any signature C over S, (Mod(C), I- 11) 
is a concrete category over SSet(S). The assumption that I-/Z. is faithful (i.e. for all 
parallel morphisms f, g : A -+ B, if If\ = ]gl then f = g) models the fact that mor- 
phisms of static models are maps which respect some condition. Typical examples of 
static model parts are total or partial algebras over a many-sorted algebraic signature. 
Indeed, algebras are pairs consisting of a sorted set together with the interpretation 
of the operation symbols, hence the carrier is simply obtained taking the first compo- 
nent; moreover, an homomorphism between algebras is a map between their carriers 
compatible with operations. 
Since a signature has an underlying set of sorts, it is possible to extend in a canonical 
way signatures to signatures with variables, as shown below. 
DeflProp. 2. If Sig is a category of signatures with a sort fun&or, then Sig’” de- 
notes the category where an object is a pair (2,X) with C signature over S and 
X *sorted set over S whose elements are called variables, and a morphism from 
(C,,X,) into (&,X2) is a pair (o,h) with CJ: Cl + & and h : Xl + (X2),,. We call 
an object in Sig’” a signature with variables. For any (C, X) E ISig““I, idlz.x) = 
(idz,idx); for any (al,hl), (oz,hl) pair of morphisms in Sig”‘, (oz,h2) o (ol,hl) = 
(c~2 0 cdq,, 0 h). 
Since models have a carrier which is a sorted set, it is possible to extend in a 
canonical way models to valuations, as shown below. 
DeflProp. 3. Let (Sig, Sorts, Mod, I -I) b e a static model part. Then Val : (Sigva’)oP 
+ Cat is the functor dejined by 
_ ti(C,X) E /Sig”‘J, Val((C,X)) is the category where an object is a pair (A,r), 
bvith A model over C und r: X ---f IAl, called a valuation of X (into A), and 
f : (A, rA) ---f (B, rg) is a morphism ifff : A + B is a C-morphism and rB = FI o rA ; 3 
3 In other words, Vul((2Y.X)) is the comma category X 1 I-11. 
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- b’(o,h) : (C,,X,) + (&,X2) morphism in Sigltir, 
. v(A,~) E I ~4(~2,&))1, (b-),(,,,) = (-+nqsom(~) oh); 
l vf : (A,rA) -+ (B,rB) morphism in Vul((&,&)), fi(g,t,) is the Cl-morphism 
.flO : Alo + Bjo. 
Definition 4. A static framework is a tuple SF = (Sig, Sorts, Mod, I-1, Sen, I!-) where 
- (Sig, Sorts, Mod, I-1) is a static model part; 
- Sen is a functor, Sen: Sigva’ -+ Set; for any signature with variables (C,X), the 
elements of Sen( (C, X) ) are called sentences over C and X; for any morphism of 
signatures with variables (5, h), Serz((a, h)) is denoted by (5,)~) when there is no 
ambiguity; 
- Y&X) E (Sig”“‘l, It-(,,,) is a relation over 1 Val((C,X))l x Sen((Z,X)) st., for 
any morphism (5, h) : (Cl,X,) ---) (&,X2), the satisfaction condition 
holds for any valuation (A,r) in Vul((C2,X2)) and for any sentence C#I E Sen 
((Zl,Xl)). 
For any signature 2I over S, sentences over (C,0), where 0 denotes the empty S- 
sorted set of variables, are called constant sentences over 1 (and sentences over (C, X) 
with X # 0 are called non-constant). Note that, for any C-model A, the only valuation 
of 0 into A is (A,0) where 0 is the empty S-map. In this case we directly write All,4 
instead of (A, 8) I~(,F,) 4. 
It is immediate to see that if SF = (Sig, Sorts, Mod, (-I, Sen, II) is a static frame- 
work, then (Sigvar, Val, Sen, IF) is an institution (see Definition A.1 in the 
Appendix A). 
Moreover, we can derive from SF an institution having the same signatures and 
models by considering sentences as universally quantified, as stated in the proposition 
below. 
In order to illustrate the meaning of this fact, let us consider the static framework 
of total algebras with equations, defined as follows: 
_ signatures are algebraic many-sorted signatures; 
_ the sort functor gives the first component of a signature; 
_ models are total algebras; 
_ the carrier gives, for any algebra A over Z with sorts S, the underlying S-family of 
sets; 
- for any signature with variables (C,X), Sen((L, X)) gives the equations between 
C-terms with variables in X; 
_ the validity of an equation C#I over (.Z,X) w.r.t. a valuation (A,r) is defined as usual. 
From this static framework we can derive two different institutions: 
_ one where the signatures are the signatures with variables and the models are the 
valuations; 
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_ one where the signatures are the same and sentences are considered as universally 
quantified over their free variables, as formally shown in the proposition below; in 
this way what we get is the usual institution of many-sorted algebras with equations. 
Analogous considerations hold for mostly common institutions. 
Proposition 5. Zf SF = (Sig, Sorts, Mod, I-/, Sen, IF) is a static framework, then 
(Sig, Mod, Sen’, IF’) is an institution, where 
- VC E JSig/, C ouer S, Sen’(Z) = H{Sen((Z,X)) 1 X E ISSet(S)(}; 
- V’a: c, + CZ morphism in Sig, the map Sen’(a): Sen’(C,) + Sen’(Cz), denoted 
hi? r~ when there is no ambiguity, is dejined as .follo\vs: 
tJ4 E Sen’(Z, ), 
if4 E Sen((C,,X)), then (~(4) = Sen((cr,i$))(4) 
where il; denotes the injection from X into o(X),, (see Dejinition A.2 in the Ap- 
pendix A); 
- ‘d’c E ISigl, IF: is defined by 
[f 4 E Sen( (C, X)), then 
All:4 $fS(A,r) E Val(@,X)), (A,r)l~(z,x,4 
for any C-model A and for any sentence 4 over C. 
Proof. Let g: Cr + E2 be a signature morphism, A a &-model, 4 a sentence over 
Cl, say $I E Sen( (Cl,X)). We have to prove that the two following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) v(Ala,rj E lva&(C~J))l, (A1,,r)l~(,,~,4, 
(ii) v(A,r) E l~a&&,~(X)))L (A,r)I~(z,,ri(X))6(4). 
(i) + (ii) For any (A,r) E I VuZ((C2,4X)))(, consider the reduct (A,r)I(c,i,:). 
From (i), (A,r) IF ito,5j lz,x)4. Then, from the satisfaction condition for SF, (A, r) 
I~(z~,wJ) (Sen(o),i2)(4) = a(4). 
(ii) + (i) Conversely, for any (Alm,r) E \b’al((C~,X))l, consider the evaluation (A,#) 
of O(X) defined by 
Vs’ E Sorts(&), 
‘VX E c~(X),~l, if x E X, with O(S) = s’, then Y~,(x)=I(A,Y)~(x). 
(in categorical terms, Y’ = .sbl o cr(~) where 8 is the counit of the adjoint situation 
(i”, F): oi--(,: SS et 2 + SSet(&), see the Appendix, Definition A.3). (S ) 
Then, from (ii), (A,r’) Ik (z,,aCX))~(4). Then, from the satisfaction condition for SF, 
(A,r’),(~,i;,)I~(~,,X)4; but (A,r’),(,+) = (&r); indeed, ‘d<r E Sorts(Z1), Vx E X,, 
(?‘I~ 0 i~).~(x)=la(r)~(s)(.x)=Ir.~(x). 4 0
’ Above and in what follows =I denotes strong equality, i.e. ‘1 =ICJ~ is true iff either r, ,ez are both 
defined and equal, or both undefined. 
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3.2. State sets 
In this subsection and the following we give a formal definition of dynamic frame- 
work based on a given static framework SF. As in the static case models have a carrier 
which is a sorted set, and taking the carrier means forgetting the static structure (e.g. 
operations), in the dynamic case models have a carrier which is the class of the possi- 
ble states, and taking the carrier means forgetting the dynamic structure (e.g. dynamic 
operations). Hence in this subsection we first formally define state sets. According to 
informal discussion in Section 2, the state set of a dynamic system with static interface 
C is a class of arbitrary structures which can be viewed as C-models in the underlying 
static framework: formally, it is a map from this class of structures into [Mod(C)/. 
In what follows, we assume a fixed static framework SF = (Sig, Sorts,Mod, /-I, 
Sen, It). 
The following definition shows how to canonically derive from the model functor 
Mod in SF a functor &&’ which gives, for any signature Z, the category of the state 
sets over C. 
DeflProp. 6. The state set functor over SF, m : Sig”P + Cat, is defined as follows: 
- Y’c E ISigj 
l an object ~4 in &(I) is a pair (Dam(d), Viewed), called a state set (over C), 
with Dam(d) class of structures called states and View& : Dom(&) + JMod(C)J; 
we write A E d instead of A E Dam(d); 
l a morphism cp: d --f B in a(C) is a map which associates with any A E d 
a pair (B,f) with B E 98 and f : View&(A) + View&B) a Z-morphism; 
l identity and composition are dejined componentwise; - - 
- V’o: .X1 --f & morphism in Sig, the reduct functor -lo : Mod(Zz) + Mod(Z1) is 
dejned as follows: 
l v’d E Ia(& &lo = (Dom(&‘), [-lCj o View.d); 
l Yq : d + W morphism in MTd(C2 ), 
‘JA E J+, 4+,(A) = (B, f /lr) if &A) = (By f ). 
The above definition is very general, since states over C are allowed to be arbi- 
trary structures, with the only requirement that they “can be viewed” as C-models. 
That allows for instance to use as states even models in a different static framework 
SF’, having some way of mapping models in SF’ into models in SF: this possibility 
will be used in Section 5 in order to canonically extend morphisms of static frame- 
works to morphisms of dynamic frameworks. Anyway, when working within a fixed 
static framework, we can take a more concrete definition of m, which we will 
consider in the examples below. For any signature C, an object d in m(C) is a 
pair (Dom(xZ), Viewed), where Dam(d) is a class of F’-models, for some signature 
Zd, and Viewed is the &-reduct, for some signature morphism r@ : C + E”. In this 
case, d can be equivalently represented by the pair (Dom(&), gd), since the reduct 
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is uniquely determined by the signature morphism; we will use this representation in 
the examples. 
Intuitively, that corresponds to assume that, in a dynamic system XI having static 
interface C, states are models over an internal signature C-“, and the view of a state 
as a Z-model can be obtained via the reduct functor. 
We illustrate now the intuitive meaning of state set morphisms and reducts. 
A morphism CP : ,d 4 .A9 of state sets over C maps any state of d, say A, into 
a state of ti, say B, and moreover maps the C-model corresponding to A into the 
C-model corresponding to B in a homomorphic way. 
As an example, consider the class +5 of &-algebras of Section 2. This class can be 
seen as a state set over Zc6 taking as signature morphism the identity. Let @ denote 
the class of C,6-algebras defined analogously to %‘, but with the carrier of sort colour 
be a singleton set. Then there is a morphism cp from (%,idz,) to (@;,id_~,~) defined as 
follows: 
VA E Gf?, q(A) = (A’, f), where 
A’ equal to A except that ALolour = {o}, colA’ (c) = l ,Vc E A&,; 
J‘ is the Cr6-morphism which maps red, green into l and is the 
identity elsewhere. 
Note that the morphism cp makes identifications of elements at two levels; first, all 
the states in the source that differ only for the colour of some circle are mapped in 
the same state in the target; second, for each state in the source, the elements red and 
yreen are mapped in the same element l in the corresponding state in the target. 
Viewing a class of states & as a discrete category, a morphism cp: .d --t &I of state 
sets can be defined in categorical terms as a pair (Fq,Nq), where 
- Fq is a functor, Fy : .d + 28; 
- Nq is a natural transformation, NV : View,d 4 Viewd o Fq. 
If CJ: Cl --f CZ is a signature morphism, then the reduct w.r.t. G of a state set d 
over CZ keeps the same states of d, but viewed now as .X,-models. For example, if 
I denotes the inclusion morphism from 2 into 1~~ of Section 2, then (W, z) is a state 
set over Z. 
3.3. DJxamic frameworks 
Analogously to the static case, a dynamic framework (over a given static framework) 
is a logical formalism which has all the components required for being an institution 
with some additional features, which are 
- a signature DC, called a dynamic signature, has a static part C which is a sig- 
nature in the underlying static framework; intuitively, that models the fact that the 
interface of a dynamic system consists of two parts giving the observations and the 
modifications, respectively, one can perform on the system; 
_ a model over DC, called a dynamic model, has a carrier which is a state set over 
c: 
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_ sentences (called dynamic sentences) are of two kinds, constant and non-constant. 
Analogously to the static case, constant dynamic sentences over DX are evaluated 
just w.r.t. a DZ-model, while non-constant dynamic sentences over (DC,X) are 
evaluated w.r.t. a valuation. In this case, accordingly with the intuition, a valuation 
is a triple (_&,A,r) where d is a DC-model, A is a state of JZZ’ (intuitively the current 
state in which to evaluate the sentence) and (View,(A), P) is a (static) valuation of 
X into the C-model corresponding to A. 
The formal definitions follow. 
Definition 7. A dynamic model part based on SF is a 4-tuple (DSig, St, DMod, I-1) 
where 
(i) DSig and DMod are like Sig and Mod in Definition 1; 
(ii) St: DSig + Sig is a functor, called a static part functor; for any dynamic signa- 
ture DC, St(DC) is called the static part of DC, and analogously for a morphism; 
- (iii) / - 1 is a natural transformation, I-) : DMod ---f Mod o (St)‘J’, s.t., for any dynamic 
signature DC, the functor 1-1~~ is faithful; for any D&model d, I&Z is called 
the carrier of d, and denoted by IdI or even LZZ when there is no ambiguity, 
and analogously for morphisms. 
Accordingly to the terminology of [l], for any dynamic signature DC with static part - 
C, (DMod(DC), (-I ) DE IS a concrete category over Mod(C), i.e. the natural transfor- 
mation (-1 : DMod + %&! o (St)Of’ plays the same role of 1-I : Mod --f SSet 0 
(Sorts)‘P in the static case. The assumption that I-jDz is faithful models the fact 
that morphisms of dynamic models are morphisms of state sets which respect some 
condition. 
We introduce now, analogously to what we have done for a static model part, dy- 
namic valuations. Note that, since Sorts o St is a sort functor for DSig, the category of 
dynamic signatures with variables DSig ‘W is defined by Definition 2. Taking Sorts o St 
as sort fimctor for DSig corresponds to assume that the sorts of a dynamic signature 
are the sorts of its static part. Indeed, the intuition is that the static part of a dynamic 
signature describes the structure of the possible states of the system (hence also which 
are the sorts of the elements which can exist in each state), while the dynamic signa- 
ture itself enriches this information by describing the possible transformations from a 
state into another. 
Notations. For any dynamic signature with variables (DC,X), DC with static part 
C, ,Qz model over D.Z, set Val$,,: = {(A, r) 1 A E &‘, r : X + / View&A)/} = {(A, r) I 
A E ~,(view.&>,r) E I~a4(GXj)l). 
DeflProp. 8. Let (DSig, St, DMod, I-1) b e a dynamic model part based on SF. Then 
the functor 
D VaZ : (DSigV”’ >“p ---f Cat 
is dejined as follows: 
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_ V(DC,X) E \DSi$“‘\, DC with static part C, DVal((DC, X)) is the category where 
an object, culled a dynamic valuation of X (into &‘), is a triple p = (&, A,r), 
with ,d model over DC and (A, r) E Val$x), and cp : (&,A, r-A) ---t (3, B, rg) is u 
morphism @ cp: .d + 2 is u D.Z-morphism, q(A) = (B,,f‘) und f is a morphism 
from (View,d(A),rA) into (Vieu!,d(B),rB) in Vul((Z,X)) (i.e. rB = rA o r\); 
- ti(da, h) : (DCl,X,) + (D&,X2) morphism in DSig’;“‘, do with static part 
0: c, + &, 
l ~(cd,4r) E IDV4(D&A))I, (cdAr)Ildrr,hj = (-$,Aq, oh); 
0 ticp: (.&,A,rA) + (g,B,rg) morphism in DVal((DZ2,Xz)), (Pl(da,j) is the DC,- 
morphism (PI& : &if,&, ---f ti,&,. 
Definition 9. A dynamic framework based on SF is a 6-tuple (DSig, St, DMod, 1-1, 
DSen, Ik) where 
- (DSig, St, DMod, I- 1) 1s a dynamic model part based on SF; 
- DSen is a lkctor, DSen: DSig + DSigV”’ ---f Set; for any DC E (DSigI (resp. 
(DC, X) E IDSigV”‘(), the elements of DSen(DC) (resp. DSen((DC, X))) are called 
constant dynamic sentences over DC (resp. non-constant dynamic sentences over 
(DC, X) ); for any morphism of dynamic signatures (T, DSen(o) is denoted by o 
when there is no ambiguity, and analogously for the non-constant case; 
_ VDC E JDSigJ, II, is a relation over JDMod(DC)J x DSen(DC) s.t., for any mor- 
phism da: DZ, + DC2, the satisfaction condition 
holds for any dynamic model d in DMod(DC2) and for any sentence d4 E 
DSen(DC1); 
v(DC, X) E jDSig’/“‘I, Ik(,,,,) is a relation over ID Vul( (DC, X))l x DSen( (DC, X)) 
s.t., for any morphism (do, h) : (DCI,XI) + (D&,X*), the satisfaction condition 
/Q2.X’7)(dcJ3 WQ) 8 PI(dgh) IQDzlx,$4 
holds for any dynamic valuation p in DVal( (D&,X2)) and for any sentence d4 E 
DSen((DCI,Xl)). 
Here above DSig + DSigV”’ denotes the sum category (coproduct in Cat); analo- 
gously below DMod + DVul denotes the coproduct of fimctors. 
Note that, differently from the static case, constant sentences do not coincide with 
sentences without free variables. For instance, referring to our running example, 
{c + sturt}X(c) = 0 A Y(c) = 0 A radius(c) = 1 A col(c) = green 
is a constant sentence, intuitively stating a property of the constant dynamic operation 
start. while 
(~c)col(c) = green 
has no free variables, but of course its truth value depends on the current state. 
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Hence we need to keep explicitly the two kinds of sentences in a dynamic framework. 
Note that if DF = (DSig, St, DMod, I- 1, D&n, IF) is a dynamic framework, then 
(DSig + DSigV”’ , DMod + D Val, DSen, It-) 
is an institution. Moreover, we can derive from DF an institution having the same 
signatures and models by considering sentences as universally quantified, as stated 
below. 
Proposition 10. If DF = (DSig, St, DMod, (- (, DSen, IF) is a dynamic framework, 
then (DSig, DMod, DSen’, 11’) is an institution, where 
- VDC E IDSigl, DC over S, DSen’(C) = H{DSen((DC,X)) 1 X E ISSet(S)l} U 
DSen(DC); 
- Vda: DZ, ----f DC2 morphism in DSig, da with static part a, the map 
DSen’(da) : DSen’(DE1) + DSen’(D&), 
denoted by da when there is no ambiguity, is dejined as follows: 
Yd@ E DSenv(DC1), 
if d4 E DSen(DC1 ), then DSen’(da)(d4) = DSen(da)(d4); 
zydq5 E DSen((DZl,X)), then DSen’(da)(d$) = DSen((a,ig))(4); 
where ii. denotes the injection from X into a(X) (see Dej%ition A.2 in Appendix 
A); 
_ ‘dDC E (DSig/, DC with static part C, 11’ is defined by 
ifdq5 E DSen(DC), then &It&d4 ifSdlt,,d& 
if dd E DSen((DC, X)), then d II;, ifs, Y(A,r) E Vald((C,X)), 
W,A,r) I~(Lx,x) d$ 
for any DC-model d and sentence d$ over DE. 
4. A parameterized ynamic framework 
- --- 
We define now a particular dynamic framework DF(SF) = (DSig, St, DMod, I-1, 
DSen, 11) constructed in a canonical way on top of a given static framework SF. First 
we define the model part. The basic idea is that dynamic signatures are pairs consisting 
of a static signature and a family of so-called dynamic operation symbols (like usual 
operation symbols, but with an hidden parameter, the state); correspondingly, dynamic 
models are state sets enriched by dynamic operations, which are, roughly speaking, 
transformations of states. Dynamic models of this kind have been firstly introduced in 
[4,5] under the name of d-oids; we keep here the same name, since the basic idea 
is the same, even if the version presented in this paper is modified in order to fill 
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in the institutional framework (states are not required to be static models, as in the 
original definition, but are allowed to be arbitrary structures which can be viewed as 
static models, as defined in Definition 6). 
4. I. D-aids 
If S is a set, then [S] denotes S U {A}; we use [s] for ranging over [S], i.e. [s] 
stands for either an element of S or for the empty string. 
Definition 11. A d-oid signature is a pair (Z, DUP) where C is a static signature and 
DOP is an [S]U(S* x [S])-sorted set of dynamic operation symbols; if dop E DOP~,I, 
then we write dop: [s], and say that dop is a constant dynamic operation symbol; if 
dop E DOP,, . ..~n.[sl, then we write dop: SI . . . s, =+ [s]. We denote by DSig the category 
of d-oid signatures, defined in the obvious way, and by 3 the functor giving the first 
component. 
Here and in what follows, X denotes the tuple x1, . . ,x,,. 
Definition 12. Let DC = (1, DOP} be a d-oid signature. For any .d state set over ,E:, 
w E S*, set d,V = {(A,??) 1 A E &‘,l,a E (View&A)),}. 
Then, a d-oid over DC is a pair .d = (I&l, {dop.d}dO,,EDop) where: 
- (.d j is a state set over C (denoted simply by d when there is no ambiguity); 
- Ydop: [s], dop& E JS![,,; dop.“l 1s called a constant dynamic operation; 
_ ‘fdop: w + [s], dop& is a map which associates with any (A,Z) E &,+ a transjbr- 
mation of A, i.e. a triple (B,f[, b]) where (B[, b]) E d~,l and f : 1 View,,(A)\ --f 
I View,d(B)I; we write dop’“l((A,a)) = (f: A + B[,b]); dop” is called a (~tolz-COP 
stant) dynamic operation, and f is called tracking map. 
A definition of dynamic operation in categorical terms can be given viewing, for any 
w E S*, ~2, as a discrete category, and defining the functor View:“, : d, + Mod(C) 
by View>((A,Z)) = View,,l(A); then, for any dop: w + [s], dop” can be viewed as a 
pair (F++, NC,,+), where 
- slop” is a functor, Fdop.j : &‘,+, + &,,j; 
- N,k,p.# is a natural transformation, NdOPd : 1-1~. o View: + 1-11 o View? o F+r,. 
As illustrated by the example in Section 2, in concrete applications it is useful 
to assume basic values like integers, booleans and so on, which can be viewed as 
“constant” entities, that exist in each state and never change. If one wants to stress the 
difference, then a specialized version of d-oids can be adopted, with an explicit “value 
part” (see [5]). The corresponding theory is straightforward and does not introduce any 
novelty; hence here, in a paper more devoted to a basic mathematical presentation, we 
prefer to give a unified treatment which does not distinguish between pure values and 
proper objects. 
The notion of morphism for d-oids is perfectly analogous with the static classical 
case: it is a morphism of state sets compatible with the (dynamic) operations. Roughly 
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Fig. 1 
speaking, if q : d -+ ,c?iY, then, for any (A, 3) E xl,,,, applying first cp and then dop% 
must give the same result of first applying dop” and then q, for any dynamic operation 
symbol dop. In this case, however, this commutativity is at two levels: first, we get 
the same state in 3, say B’ (possibly with a result b’) and, second, the elements of 
View,d(A) are transformed into the same elements of View&B’). 
DeflProp. 13. The d-oids over a d-oid signature D.Z fbrm a category DMod(DC) 
taking as morphisms the morphisms 9 : .d 4 ~3 of underlying state sets s.t. the fol- 
lowing conditions hold: 
(i) Vdop: s, 
(ii) 
if dep." = @[,a]) and q(A) = (B,jk), 
then dep.” = (B[,b]), [and, ifSA is defined, then ji(a) = b]; 
Vdop: w + [s], (A,a) E ,al,,, 
ifdop~~((A,Si)) = {f:A =+ #[,a’]), q(A) = (B,~A) andfA(Z) = b, 
then 
dops((B,b)) = (g: B + B’[,b’]) 
cp(A’) = (B’,f41), go Vkl = v;r/l of; 
[and, gfA,(a’) is dejined, then fAf(a’) = b’]. 
A precise categorical formulation of (ii) is the commutativity of the two diagrams 
in Figs. 1 and 2, where FF : d’, + Bw is the functor defined by 
F,“( (4 5) > = (4 b) iff Fq(d) = B, I(N = 5 
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and N:: Vidl; -+ Views o Fr is the natural transformation defined by (N,W)(A,;i) = 
(Nvl.4. 
Note that the natural transformation in the low horizontal arrow of Fig. 2 is well- 
defined since FlrCIt,r( o Fc = Fg’ o FdO,, 1, by the commutativity of Fig. 1. 
DeflProp. 14. For any d-oid signature morphism da: DC, 4 DC2 with static part 
o, the reduct finctor -I~,, : DMod(D&) --f DMod(DC,) is dejined enriching the cor- 
responding redact of state sets by the interpretation of‘ the dynamic operations: 
V.d E IDMod(DC2)I, 
Vdop: s in DC,, 
dop’ +fl) = da(dop)“; 
Vdop:w + [s] in DC,, (A,Zi) E J+,, 
dop(‘“ld”)((A,a))= (f,(r:A 3 B[,b]) i#do(dop)&((A,a)) = (f:A + B[,b]). 
- - 
Altogether, we have dejined the junctor DMod : DSig”P --f Cat. 
Moreover, let 1-1: DMod -+ MTd o (St)Ur be the natural transformation mapping 
d-oids in underlying state sets. 
-_- 
Fact 15. The 4-tuple (DSig, St, DMod, I-1) is u dynamic model part. 
We define now dynamic terms and dynamic sentences. 
4.2. Dynamic terms and their evaluation 
Analogously to what is usually done in the static case, we can define dynamic terms 
built by variables and dynamic operation symbols, denoting intuitively derived state 
transformations. In the dynamic case, the basic way of composing terms is sequential 
composition (possibly with value passing). Hence a dynamic term is of the form 
[XI +ldv,(% 1;. . . ; b, +ldop,J%), 
and denotes intuitively the execution in sequence of dop,, . . ., dop,; at each step, xi, 
present only if dop, has a result sort, is a variable of this sort, which may be used in 
the sequel for denoting the entity returned as final result of dopi; in other words, xi is 
a binding variable with scope 
[Xi+ I +I~lOP,+l(Xi+l);. . ; [Xn +ldop,(Xn). 
An example of dynamic term is, referring to our toy graphical system, 
c2 + copy(cl ); n + delGreen; move(c2, n, n), 
denoting intuitively an execution sequence in which first a new circle c2 is created as 
a copy of an existing circle denoted by cl, then all the existing n green circles are 
deleted, and finally c2 is moved both horizontally and vertically by n. This term has 
one free variable ct. Note that if cl is a green rectangle, hence c2 is created green 
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too, then we expect this execution sequence to produce a run-time error; formally, 
the evaluation of this term w.r.t. a valuation (~?,A,Y) where ~&(r(ci)) = green is 
undefined (see below). 
We have described until now non-constant dynamic terms, which can be seen as de- 
rived non-constant dynamic operations. Corresponding to constant dynamic operations, 
we define also constant dynamic terms, of the form 
[xo +I&+,; [XI +ldop, (xi); . . . ; b, +ldop,@n 1,
where dopO is a constant dynamic operation and dop,, . . , dop, are non-constant dy- 
namic operations, which denote intuitively the execution in sequence of dop,, . . . , dop, 
starting from the initial state denoted by dopO. 
For instance, c t start; c’ c copy(c) is a constant dynamic term denoting intuitively 
the state in which two circles exist, both with center in the origin, radius one and green 
colour. 
Constant dynamic terms cannot contain free variables. Note, anyway, that, as for 
dynamic sentences, constant dynamic terms are different from non-constant dynamic 
terms without free variables. For instance, n c delGreen has no free variables, but is 
a non-constant dynamic term. 
Dynamic terms have been introduced in [6], where it is proved that, choosing a 
syntax with the property of being a unique canonical representation, they are a free 
structure. Here we prefer a more suggestive notation with explicit binding variables, 
as shown above; for simplifying the presentation avoiding problems related to name 
clashes, we assume in what follows that in a dynamic term all binding variables are 
distinct and that free variables and binding variables are disjoint sorted sets. 
Moreover in [6] an extended version of dynamic terms is presented which is conve- 
nient for concrete applications, i.e., assuming that in the underlying static framework 
static terms are available, dynamic terms built on top of static terms, like e.g. 
inove(c2, X(CI ), Y(c2 1). 
Anyway we skip here this extension, which is straightforward, for shortening the 
presentation. 
Notations. By A we denote the empty string, with the convention that dt; A = dt. If 
X is an S-sorted set and s E S and x $ Dam(X), then X(x H s} denotes the S-sorted 
set defined by X(x H s}s = X, u {x}, X(x ++ s}s, = &, for all s’ # s. We abbreviate 
0(x H s} by {x H s}. 
Definition 16. Let (DC,X) be a d-oid signature with variables. Then, the sets of the 
constant dynamic terms over DC and non-constant dynamic terms over DC and X, 
denoted DT(DC), DT( (DI, X)), respectively, are inductively defined in Fig. 3, where 
we write 
X k dt for dt E DT( (DC, X) ), 
t dt for dt E DT(DC). 
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Fig. 3. Dynamic terms. 
For any dynamic term dt, we denote by Vur(dt) the sorted set of the binding 
variables of dt, defined in the obvious way. 
We define now the evaluation of dynamic terms. According to the intuition, the 
evaluation of a non-constant dynamic term over DC and X, say 
1x1 +ldop, (x1 ;. . ; [xi, +ldop,(% 1, 
is performed w.r.t. a d-oid d, a state A of d as initial state and a mapping ?“A of 
the free variables X into (the C-model corresponding to) A (this triple is what we 
have called a dynamic valuation). The result of the evaluation is a final state B and a 
valuation into (the C-model corresponding to) B of the variables X U Vur(dt) where 
Vur(dt) = {x1 , . . ,x,} are the new variables introduced by the dynamic term. 
The evaluation of a constant dynamic term w.r.t. a d-oid d gives a state B and a 
mapping of Vur(dr) into (the C-model corresponding to) B. 
The formal definition is given below. We denote by DVuf the functor obtained from 
DMod by the canonical extension of DeflProp. 8. 
Notations. If Y : X + B is an S-sorted map, b E B,, then T{X H b} : X(x H s} -+ B 
is the S-sorted map defined by T{X H b},\(x) = b, r{x H b}(y),f=lrsf(y), Y(y,s’) # 
(x,s). 
Definition 17. Let (DC, X) be a d-oid signature with variables, p = (d,A, ?-A) E 
lm( (DC, X) )I. Then the evaluation of non-constant dynamic terms over (DC, X) 
w.r.t. P, IT - II I;Dz,xj’ and of constant dynamic terms over DC w.r.t. d, [[--I &, are 
inductively defined in Fig. 4, where we write 
dt x (B, YE) for ( II df II &z.xj ) = (BY YE) 
dt + (B, O) for ( U dt II $z,X) I= (& 7~). 
In order to show how the evaluation works, let us evaluate the dynamic term 
c2 + copy(q); changeCol(c2). 
w.r.t. the d-oid ‘% described in Section 2, an initial state A and a mapping rA s.t. 
rAA(cl > = ‘i E &rcle. 
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dt 
(B,(f’O~.4){XHb)) 
’ (CYYC) 
(li) x t dop(?); dt z (C,rc) 
>?A 
dop,&((A,a)) = (f:A + B,b),r,&) = a 
dt - (C,rc) 
M+-+b)) 
x + dop; dt - (C,rc) 
dop& = (B, b) 
dt - (C,rc) 
(iii) 
(4foT.4 )
dop(X); dt - 
(A,ra) “’ “) 
dop”l((A,li)) = f:A + B,r,&) = a 
dt (B (C,rc) 
dop; dt’ - (C,rc) 
dop& = B 
Fig. 4. Evaluation of dynamic terms. 
We have that 
cop~~((A,y)) = (eAJ:A * RY’), 
Bcirc/e = Acircle U {Y’}, with Y’ # Acircle, 
XB(y’) = XA(y), Y’(f) = YA(y), radius’(y’) = radiusA( 
cof(y’) = cof(y), B is the same of A elsewhere, 
where 6?,@ denotes the embedding (family of set inclusions) from IAl into IBI. 
Hence, instantiating the first of rules (ii), 
changeCol(c2) F (Crcj 
(~,(Qm.4)~Qf+7’~) 
c2 4- copy(q ); changeCol(c2) - 
(AJA) lCT rc) 
Now, instantiating the first of rules (iii) and recalling that changeCol(c2) stands for 
changeCoZ(c2); A, 
A - (Crc) 
(Crc) 
changeCoI(c2) ) (Grc) 
changeCol’((B, y’)) = idlsl: B * C 
(&(eA,ao~A ){w-+)I’~) 
where rc = idlB1 o (eA$ o rA){cz H y’}, C is the same of B except for co/(y’) (in 
particular ICI = /B/ ) and the premise can be immediately obtained by instantiating rule 
(i). Hence we get as final result the state C and the mapping rc which maps cl into 
y and c:! into y’. 
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In order to see an example of undefined evaluation (modeling a run-time error), let 
us now evaluate the term 
n t delGreen; move(c, n, n), 
w.r.t. $9, an initial state A and the mapping rA(c) = y, with colA(y) = green 
The effect of the dynamic operation delGreen is to delete the green circles. Formally, 
delGreen”(A) = (p,~: A + B,z) 
where B is the same of A except that Bcirclc = Acircle \ {y 1 CO/~(~) = green}, z is the 
cardinality of (7 1 colA (y) = green} and p,Q is the partial map being the identity on 
the red circles and undefined on the green. Hence, applying the first of rules (iii), the 
term move(c,n,n) must be evaluated w.r.t. the mapping PA& o r,+j which is undefined 
on c, hence the evaluation is undefined. 
It is straightforward (see Definition A.5 in the Appendix) to define the renuming 
of dynamic terms, which is, for any da: DC, ---f DC2 (resp., (da, h) : (DCI,XI) 4 
(D-G, X2) > morph’ ism of d-oid signatures (resp. d-oid signatures with variables), a map 
DT(da) : DT(DZ,) ---f DT(D,&) 
(rev. ~V@J, A)): DVPI,XI)) + WPC2J2))) 
denoted by da (resp. (da, h)) when there is no ambiguity. 
The following proposition will be needed later (Theorem 21) in order to prove that 
the satisfaction condition holds for the formalism we have constructed. 
Proposition 18. Under the ussumptions of Definition AS, und denoting by a the stutic 
part qf da, 
- Vdt E DT(DCi), VSX!’ E (DMod(D&)I, Udt]I1”‘“” = (B,(Q),,) ifl [do(dt) = 
Vdt E DT((DC,,X,)), Vp E IDJ’al((D&,&))(, UdtDp’(dOh) = (B&),a 0 (h + 
idVul((irll,) ifs E (da, h)(dt) II” = (B,~B). 
4.3. Sentences 
Definition 19. For any d-oid signature DC (resp., d-oid signature with variables 
(DZ, X)), DC with static part C, the set DSen(DC) (resp. DSen((DC, X))) of the 
constant sentences over DC (resp. non-constant sentences over (DC,X)) is defined in 
Fig. 5, where we write 
for d4 E DSen(DC) 
X Id4 for d# E DSen( (DC, X)). 
Definition 20. Under the assumptions of Definition 17, and denoting by C the static 
part of DC, the satisfuction of constant dynamic sentences over DC w.r.t. &, .&Il,,, 
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Fig. 6. Satisfaction of dynamic sentences. 
and of non-constant dynamic sentences over (DC, X) w.r.t. p, plk~,,,,~, are inductively 
defined in Fig. 6. 
We recall now the examples of sentences given in Section 2 for our toy graphical 
system. 
The sentence I = 
X(c,) = X(Q) A Y(cr ) = Y(Q) 3 coZ(ct) = coZ(c2) 
is obtained by rule (i) in Fig. 5 and its satisfaction is defined by rule (i) in Fig. 6 
by stating that I is valid w.r.t.a d-oid d, a current state A and a mapping r.4 : X + 
View,d(A) iff I is valid w.r.t. View&4),rA in the sense defined by SF (in this case, 
validity in usual first-order logic). Recall that, following Def/Prop. 6, a state A is not 
directly a C-algebra, but there is mappig View,&-) which associates with each state 
a C-algebra. 
If we consider I as implicitly universally quantified over the possible states (as for- 
mally stated in Proposition lo), this sentence expresses an invariant, i.e. a requirement 
which must hold in all the states of the system. 
The sentences 
{X(c) =x A Y(c) = y} moue(c,x’, v’) {X(c) = x +x’ A Y(c) = y = v’} 
{co&c) = k} changeCoZ(c); changeCol(c) {co/(c) = k) 
{true} c’ +- copv(c) {X(c’) = X(c) A Y(c’) = Y(c) A radius(c’) = radius(c)} 
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can be obtained by the first of rules (ii) in Fig. 5, and 
moue(c,x, y); WzOW(C,X’, JJ’) = moue(c,x + x’, y + Y’), 
can be obtained by the first of rules (iii) in Fig. 5. Note in the third sentence that in 
a pre-post sentence { ~$1) dt { 42) the postcondition is a formula over a larger family 
of variables than the precondition, since it may contain also the variables introduced 
by dt (in this case c’ can appear in the postcondition but not in the precondition). 
The motivation is to be able to refer to all the intermediate results of the dynamic 
operations applied in dt (the result of copy(c) in the example). 
Finally, 
{c + start}X(c) = 0 A Y(c) = 0 A radius(c) = 1 
is a constant dynamic sentence obtained by the second of rules (ii) in Fig. 5. 
The validity of these rules is defined in Fig. 6 formalizing the intuition given in 
Section 2. 
As mentioned in the introduction, our aim here is mainly to show some examples 
of dynamic sentences which may be defined on top of static sentences, without any 
attempt at fixing an “ideal” specification language for concrete applications. For in- 
stance, note that the given definition of satisfaction for pre-post sentences corresponds 
to what is usually called partial correctness, and a different definition of satisfaction 
corresponding to total correctness could be easily given. Also note that the given defi- 
nition of satisfaction for dynamic equalities is very strong; we require that the two 
dynamic terms have exactly the same variables, and that we get the same state and 
the same valuation of these variables as result. For practical purposes, some weaker 
requirement would be more convenient, e.g. requiring to get two states which have the 
same view as C-models, and the same values only for the common variables. 
Another feature frequently allowed in concrete specification languages (e.g. the 
Eiffel’s assertion language [ 191) is the possibility of comparing the state after exe- 
cuting a dynamic term in terms of the state before execution by means of “primed” 
variables, e.g. writing an equality like x = x’. The problem in allowing this feature is 
that one needs to be able to interpret this equality symbol somewhere, hence to assume 
that x and x’ range over the same set of values. Now, this is not guaranteed in our 
model, since algebras representing different states are not required to have the same 
carrier (set of elements). There are two possible solutions: either to define, for each 
sort s, a universe V, of all the possible elements of sort s in all the possible states, 
or directly to assume that all the sorts for which one is interested in writing equalities 
of the form x = x’ have a fixed carrier (this is a very reasonable specialization of the 
model suitable for concrete applications). 
Finally, some compact way of stating that the execution of a dynamic term should 
not affect some part of the state, unless specified otherwise (what is sometimes called 
frame assumption), would be very useful. This analysis will be matter of further work. 
It is straightforward (see DefiProp. A.6 in the Appendix A) to define the renaming 
of dynamic sentences, which is, for any do : ZlZ1 ---f DC2 (resp., (da, h) : (DC, ,X1) + 
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(D& , X2 ) ) morph’ ism of d-oid signatures (resp. d-oid signatures with variables), a map 
DSen(da) : DSen(DC1) + DSen(D& 1 
(resp. ?%$%(@a, h)): DS@(DCI,XI)) + DSen((D&&))) 
denoted by da (resp. (da, h)) when there is no ambiguity. 
The following thorem states the main technical result of this section, i.e. that the 
canonical construction described until now actually gives a logical formalism with the 
property that “truth is invariant under change of syntax”. 
- -- - - 
Theorem 21. The 6-tuple DF = (DSig, St, DMod, I-1, DSen, IF) is a dynamic frame- 
work. 
- 
Proof. We have to show that DF respects the satisfaction condition. That can be 
proved inductively on the structure of dynamic sentences, using as basis the fact that 
the satisfaction condition holds for the underlying static framework SF and that the 
evaluation of dynamic terms is also invariant w.r.t. change of syntax, as stated in 
Proposition 18. 0 
5. From static into dynamic data-types 
In this section, we show that the transformation from a static framework SF into 
a dynamic framework m described until now is actually a well-behaved institution 
transformation, i.e. it is a functor between two appropriate categories of institutions. 
To this end, we first define a suitable notion of morphisms over static (resp. dynamic) 
frameworks. This should be of course a specialization of morphisms between institu- 
tions, taking into account the additional structure present in a static (resp. dynamic) 
framework. In the literature there exists a variety of different definitions of arrows 
between institutions (see [9] for a survey); here, we consider institution morphisms 
(see [13]), which correspond to the notion of enriching an institution by new features. 
This choice is due to the fact that less technical machinery is needed for illustrating 
this case; anyway, it is possible to show that other arrows between institutions are 
preserved by our construction, following a pattern analogous to the one shown below. 
5.1. Morphisms of static frameworks 
If I, I’ are institutions, then an institution morphism from I into I’ is a triple (@, CI, fi) 
where @ maps any signature C of I into a signature C’ of I’, c1 maps any C’sentence 
into a C-sentence and p maps any C-model into a C’-model, in such a way to preserve 
satisfaction. Note that signatures and models are translated together, while sentences 
are translated in the opposite direction (see the formal definition in the Appendix, 
Definition A.7). The intuition is that there is an institution morphism from I into 
I’ if I is an “enrichment” of I’; hence Qi and fi give the signatures and models of 
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I’ obtained from signatures and models of I, respectively, forgetting the additional 
structure, while sentences in I’ are “embedded” into sentences in I by SI. A typical 
example is the mapping from first order logic into equational logic (signatures are 
enriched by predicate symbols, models are enriched consequently and equations are 
recovered as first-order sentences interpreting equality as a particular predicate symbol). 
Hence a morphism of static frameworks from SF into SF’ will have at least the 
three components (@, a,/3) described above. Anyway, in a static framework sentences 
are over signatures with variables, defined as a canonical extension of signatures, and 
their satisfaction is defined w.r.t. valuations, defined as a canonical extension of mod- 
els. Correspondingly, we must be able to map any signature with variables, say (C, X), 
of SF, into a signature with variables (C’,X’) of SF’, by means of a canonical exten- 
sion Gvur of @. This canonical extension can be defined assuming to have one more 
component 6 which maps any sort of C into a sort of Q(C), as will be shown below. 
Moreover, we must be able to map any valuation (A,Y) over (C,X) into a valuation 
(B(A),+) of (c’,X’), b y means of a canonical extension /I”“’ of /I. This canonical 
extension can be defined assuming to have one more component y which maps any 
element of A into an element of /I(A), as will be shown below. Hence in summary a 
morphism of static frameworks will be (@, 6, CI, /3, y). 
We introduce now the first canonical extension, from a functor between two cat- 
egories of signatures to a functor between the corresponding categories of signatures 
with variables. 
We recall that, for any map 6 : St 4 S,, there is a functor 6 : SSet(St ) + ,SSet(&) 
(see Appendix, Def/Propositon A.3) s.t., for any St-sorted set X, 6(X),> is the disjoint 
union of all X,, s.t. 6(st) = ~2; ii is the injection from X into S(X),,, i.e. &I E St 
with 6(sl) = ~2, (i$)s, is the injection from XT,, into 6(X),?,. 
The following proposition states that, given a functor Q-between two categories of 
signatures, it is possible to extend @ to signatures with variables if we have a natural 
transformation 6 telling us, for any signature C, how the sorts of 2 are mapped into the 
sorts of Q(C). Indeed in this case a signature with variables, say (Z,X), is mapped in 
(@(C),6z(X)) (intuitively, variables of a sort, say s, become variables of sort fit(s)). 
DeflProp. 22. Let @: Sig + Sig’ he a functor between two categories of signatures 
with sort,functors Sorts, Sorts’ respectively, 6 : Sorts 4 Sorts’ o @ be a natural trans- 
$ormation. 
Then Gvar : Sig’“’ --) (Sig’)““’ is the functor d&ted as follows: 
~ V(C, X) E ISig’“‘I, @‘“‘((C, X)) = (Q(C), S,(X)); 
- V’(a,h): @,,X,) -+ (Zz,X2) morphism in Sig’“‘, 
@y(rT,lz)) = (@J( CJ ) J& o&,(h)): (@(Cl)>b,(Xl)) - (@(C2)>&z(X2)) 
where qa : (SZ, O -10 + -1@(u) o 62, is the natural transformation defined by: 
trX E ISSet(Sorts(Zz))l, 
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Proof. 
- V(Z,X) E ISigv”‘I, (@(C),&(X)) E ((Sig’)V”l; indeed, since 6~: :-+ Sorts(Z) --) 
Sorts’(@(Z)), we have that 6&Y) E Isset(sorts’(~(c)))l. 
_ V(a,h) : (Cl,Xl) ---f (&,X2) morphism in Sig’“‘, (@(CT),& o &,(h)) is a morphism 
in (Srg ) ’ ’ Var; indeed, first of all, note that the diagram below commutes since 6 is a 
natural transformation, hence vu is well-defined by Proposition A.4 in the Appendix 
A. 
Sorts 
% 
- Sorts’(@(Z, )) 
0 
I I 
Q(G) 
6 
Sorts( &) - ” Sorts’(@(&)) 
Now, since h: Xi + (X2),a, &, (h) : 6x, (Xl ) + &, (W2 )I0 1; moreover, 
G* : WWZ)~~) + @&(~2N,@(,) 
by definition. 
_ Qvnr is actually a functor. Indeed 
0 @V”F(id@J,) = @V”‘((&,idx)) = (@(idr),Y$ 0 S,(idx)). 
But &(idx) = id(br(~)) and qp is again the identity of 6&Y); indeed by 
definition qF(i$(x)) = $(x), VX E Xiidz =x. 
l Consider (ai,hi) : (CI,XI) + (z2,x2), (Q,&) : (&,&) + (LG). We have the 
following diagram. 
bz, 
Sorts(C1) - Sorts’( @(C, )) 
01 I I @Cm 1 
Sorts( C2 ) 
6% 
- Sorts’(@(&)) 
02 
I I 
@Cm 1
Sorts( c3 ) 
h 
- Sorts’(cP(Z3)) 
Then 
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On the other side, 
~‘Y”‘((02,h*))0~Var((al,hl))= (@(cQ)& 0~z,(h2))“P(m)J~ oh(h)) 
= (@(cT2) 0 @(ol)>(v?3 0 &,(h>) /@(ri,) O 11?? O f&PI 1) 
= (@(a2 0 cJl),(rljl-:),@(n, 0 &Jh2),@(,,) O 112 O b,(hlN. 
By Proposition A.4 in the Appendix A, v~~~‘=)I~,~(~,~ 0 VT+,. Moreover, &,,,O 
SZ.,(&) = &,(h2)0111;: since rp is a natural transformation and h2 : X2 + Jf3/,,:. 
0 
We consider now the second canonical extension mentioned in the beginning of this 
section, i.e. from a natural transformation /i’: Mod + Mod’ o @ between two model 
functors into a natural transformation fiV”’ : I/al + Vul’ o Qvar between the correspond- 
ing valuation functors. This extension can be defined assuming to have, for any signa- 
ture C, for any C-model, say A, a mapping 1~; of the elements of A into the elements 
of A’ = Pz(A). In this way, any valuation (A,r) over (E, X) can be transformed 
into a valuation (A’,#), with r’ : 6z(X) + IA’1 defined as follows: if r$(x) = a, then 
r,&,(x) = y;(a). Formally, y” is a natural transformation, for any C E jSig(, and 
moreover all the yr form a family which is well-behaved w.r.t. signature morphisms 
(see condition (2) in the definition below). 
DeflProp. 23. Let (Sig, Sorts, Mod, ( -I) and (Sig’, Sorts’, Mod’, 1-I’) be two static 
model parts, @: Sig + Sig’ u functor and 6 : Sorts -+ Sorts’ o @ a natural trunsfor- 
mation. Let moreover fi: Mod + Mod’ o @ be a natural trunqformution, and y be an 
ISig)-family of natural transjkmutions s. t. 
(i) KY E Pig/, Y’: & 0 I+ + I-/&) 0 Bz, 
(ii) V’a: Cl + Cl morphism in Sig, 
?/Xl O -10 = (-j@(ri) O YY 0 (r” O I-12,). 
Then, ,!I”’ : Val 4 Vul’ o QvUr is the natural transfbrmution dejined us follows: 
Y(Z‘,X) E JSig’“‘(, /?zx, : Vul((C, X)) --t Val’(@““‘( C, X))) is the functor defined 
by: 
V’(A, r) E I V4(-w) >I, 
B~,~,((Ar)) = (PdALlilf 0 b(r)); 
Vf : (A,TA) + (B,~B) morphism in Vul((C,X)), 
B&(f) = Pz(f ). 
Proof. 
- First, we show that, ‘d(C, X), fir’&, is well-defined. 
l V(A,Y) 6 I V4(GX))l, since r : X + IAIr, we have that 6x(r) : S,(X) + 6z( IAlz); 
moreover 75 : 6x( IA 1 z ) -+ Ij~(A)locz,, hence yi o 6x(r) is actually a map from 
&(X) into IP,z(A)I. 
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l b’f : (A,rA) + (&r-g) morphism in Val((C,X)), we have to show that P~,‘xj(f) = 
Pz(f) is a morphism in V~Z’((@(C),~Z(X))), i.e. the following diagram com- 
mutes. 
S,(lBIp- I/W) I’ 
Indeed, the right part of the diagram commutes since Y’ is a natural transfor- 
mation, and the left part commutes since r~ = IfI o r~ from the fact that f is a 
morphism in I’ul( (C, X) ), and 6~ is a functor. 
- Second, we have to show that V(C,X), /IF,& is a functor. That is a trivial conse- 
quence of the definition. 
- Finally, we have to show that pva’ . is a natural transformation, i.e., ‘d(a,h) : (Cl,X~)+ 
(Z2,X2), the following diagram commutes. 
-I@T(b,h)) 
I fl;>.,, 
VaQP2J2)) - ~QQi@(~2),&*vi)j) 
l Consider (A,Y) E 1 Vuf((C2,X2))(. We have: 
P~~,~2)(jA,r)),~~~~((~,~) = (Br~(~)j~(z)~(Y? O 6&(r))l~(o, O tll;, O 6sis,(h)) 
B&,,(M&h)) = UM,b)~Y;;” O Mrlu Oh)) 
The first components are equal since B is a natural transformation. For the 
second components, we have to prove: 
(Y?),@(c) O (M”)),@(~, O Vi> = YZ,,, O 6x, G-l, ). 
But (&,(r))lG,,, 0 ~5~ = rb, 0 &, (~1,) since rl ’ is a natural transformation and 
Y : X2 -+ IA (. Hence the thesis follows by the hypothesis (2) on Y. 
l The commutativity holds for morphisms since /I is a natural transformation. 0 
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We can give now the formal definition of morphism of static frameworks. 
Definition 24. Given two static frameworks 
SF = (Sig, Sorts, Mod, j-1, Sen, IF), SF’ = (Sig’, Sorts’, Mod’, 1 -I', Sen', IF' )
a morphism of static frameworks sm = (@, 6, ,& X, 7) : SF + SF’ consists of 
_ a functor Qi : Sig --f Sig’; 
_ a natural transformation 6 : Sorts --f Sorts’ 0 @‘; 
_ a natural transformation M : Sen’ 0 Vur + Sen; 
_ a natural transformation b : Mod 4 Mod’ o Qi; 
_ an (Sig(-family of natural transformations 7 s.t. 
(i) V.E E PigI, 7’: 6~ 0 1-1~ --f I-l&zj 0 PZ 
(ii) ‘Jo : Cl --f Cl morphism in Sig, 
“)!“I 0 -10 = (-I@(“) 0 YV O (II” O /-I&). 
st. ‘d(C,X) E ISig’“‘l, the condition 
P~~x:((A,r))i~~~Qf~~~.~~~~’ iff (A,r)l~(,,,)~(z.x)(~‘) 
holds for any (A,r) E I Va1( (C, X))l and $’ E SOZ’(@“‘~‘( (C, X))). 
DeflProp. 25. Static frameworks with morphisms of static frameworks and com- 
position and identity dejined componentwise fbrm a category, which we denote by 
St Fram. 
5.2. Morphisms of dynamic frameworks 
We give now a formal definition of morphism of dynamic frameworks. Recall that a 
dynamic framework DF is defined as based on a certain static framework SF (in other 
words, the components of the static framework are implicit components of the dynamic 
framework too). Hence, a morphism of dynamic frameworks dm : DF + DF’ will be 
based on a morphism between the corresponding static frameworks sm : SF 4 SF’, 
which will deal with mapping of static components. For what concerns the dynamic 
components, the pattern is the same already shown for static frameworks: the three 
standard components D@, Dee, Dfl required for (generic) institution morphisms and 
related to (dynamic) signatures, models and sentences, respectively, will be needed. 
Then we have to consider the additional structure present in a dynamic framework w.r.t. 
a generic institution. Two canonical extensions need to be considered, analogously to 
the static case. 
- Since in a dynamic framework (non-constant) sentences are over dynamic signatures 
with variables, we need to canonically extend the functor D@ to a functor between 
the two corresponding categories of dynamic signatures with variables. Anyway, 
since any category of dynamic signatures, say DSig, has an associated sort func- 
tor, given by the composition Sorts o St where St : DSig 4 Sig is the static part 
functor for DSig and Sorts is the sort mnctor for Sig, the extension defined by 
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Def/Prop. 22 above applies as well to dynamic signatures, taking a natural transfor- 
mation Do : Sorts o St + Sorts’ o St’ o D@ defined by: 
VDC E [DSigl, DC with static part C, DGnz = 6~. 
The only obvious compatibility requirement is that St o @ = St’ o D@. 
- Moreover, we must be able to map any dynamic valuation (,Pe,A,r) over (DC,X) 
into a dynamic valuation (Dfi(d), A’, r’) of (DC’,X’), by means of a canonical 
extension D/3 “t of D/I This canonical extension can be defined assuming to have one 
more component Dyb’ s.t., for any ~2 dynamic model over DC, DFd’ : a,(&) -+ 
ID/?&d)/ is a morphism of state sets over C’ = Q(C). The source of Dy$’ is 
the state set flz(&‘) obtained from the carrier of ~2 keeping the same states and 
transforming their views as C-models into views as F-models, by the fiz component 
of sm (p is formally defined in Def/Prop. 26 below). Recall that a morphism of state 
sets over Z’ maps any state in the source state set into a pair consisting of a state in 
the target state set and a Z-morphism between the views of the two states. Hence, 
we can define A’ to be the state st. 0$(A) = (A’,f), and Y’ = IfI o F where 7 
is the mapping of X’ into the view of A’ obtained transforming r by the extension 
gva’ to valuations of /?. The formal definition of D/I’“’ is given in DeflProp. 27 
below. 
Hence in summary a morphism of dynamic frameworks will be (D@,Da,DB,Dy). 
DeflProp. 26. Let (Sig, Sorts, Mod, /-I) and (Sig’, Sorts’, Mod’, I - I’) be two static 
model parts, @ : Sig + Sig’ a functor and 6: Sorts --) Sorts’ o @ a natural trans- 
formation. Let moreover fi: Mod -+ Mod’ o @ be a natural transformation. Then, 
fi : MTd + MTd’ o @ is the extension of /I to state sets, de&ted as follows: 
V’c E jSig(, pz: m(C) + Myd’(@(C)) is the functor defined by 
V’d E In(C 
D,(d) = (Dam(d), IPzI 0 View.d) 
Vq : d + S? morphism in MTd(E), 
v/I E &GO P&P)(4 = (~~/Wf)) if 44) = (Kf). 
DeflProp. 27. Let (DSig, St, DMod, I-1) and (DSig’, St’, DMod’, 1-I’) be two dy- 
namic model parts, D@ : DSig ---f DSig’ a jiinctor and Do : Sorts o St --f Sorts’ o 
St’ o @ a natural transformation. Let moreover D/3: DMod -+ DMod’ o DC& be a 
natural transformation and y be an JDSigl-family of natural transformations s.t. 
_ VDC E IDSigl, DY” : fl, 0 1-h -+ I-lbGcDzj ODBDX 
- Vda: DC, + D& morphism in DSig, do with static part o, 
DyDZ’ o -,dC = -,g o DybX2. 
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Then, 
Dpva’ : DVuI ----f DVal’ o DQi”“’ 
is the natural transformation dejined as follows: 
Y(DC,X) E (DSigVa’l, DE with static part C, 
DP$k,x, : D VaK(DL X) > -i DVal’(D@vOr((DC, X))) is the jimctor dejmed by 
t’(d,A,r) E IDVal((DLX))i, 
DB$&((dAr)) = (DBbz(d)J’, IfI oY) 
if Dry(A) = (A’, f) and 0”’ Cz,x)(( View&A ), r)) = (PI< View.d(A )), 3; 
‘dcp: (.d,A,rA) -+ (B,B,rg) morphism in DVal((DC,X)), 
“q&Y, (cp) = DP~z(cp)~ 
DeflProp. 28. Given two dynamic frameworks 
DF = (DSig, St, DMod, I-1, DSen, It), DF’ = (DSig’, St’, DMod’, l-l’, DSen’, It’), 
based on the static frameworks SF,SF’, respectively, a morphism of dynamic frame- 
works 
dm = (D@, D/3, DCC, Dy) : DF + DF’, 
based on the morphism of static ,frameworks m : SF --) SF’, sm = (@,&fl,cz, y) con- 
sists of 
~ u functor D@: DSig + DSig’ s. t. St’ o D@ = @ o St; 
_ a natural transformation DCI : DSen’ o (D@ + DQva’) 4 DSen; 
~ a natural transformation Dfl : DMod --f DMod’ o D@; 
_ an ISigl-indexed family of natural transformations Dy s. t. 
l YDC E IDS&& Dyb’ : Bz 0 I+ + I-l&,cDzJ 0 DPDZ 
l Yda: DC1 --f DC2 morphism in DSig, da with static part CT, 
DJDZ1 o -,dO = -,v o DyDz’. 
s.t. the following two conditions hold 
(i) ‘dDC E (DSigl, 
Dh(~)&,(,,,dd iff ~l~&ka(d4’) 
for any d E \DMod(DC)( and d# E DSen’(D@(DZ)); 
(ii) ‘v’(DC,X) E JDSig”‘/, 
DB~~,,)(P)l~b,lh,(!~~,~~)d~’ ifs pl~(o~,x~Da(D~,x)(d~‘) 
,for any p E IDVal((DZ,X))\ and d# E DSen’(D@““‘((DC,X))). 
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DeflProp. 29. Dynamic frameworks with morphisms of dynamic frameworks and 
composition and identity dejined componentwise form a category, which we denote 
by Dyn Fram. 
5.3. A functor from static to dynamic frameworks 
We can now show that the construction presented in Section 4 is actually a functor 
from the category of static frameworks into the category of dynamic frameworks. To 
this end, we have to extend the construction to morphisms. 
First of all, recall that d-oid signatures (as defined by Definition 11) are pairs 
(Z, DOP) where C is a static signature, say over S, and DOP is an [S] U (S* x [S])- 
sorted set of symbols. It is straightforward to extend some definitions and results we 
have shown for S-sorted sets to [S] U (S* x [S])-sorted sets, as outlined below. 
- Let Dop be the mnctor giving, for any set of sorts S, the category of the [S] U (S* x 
[S])-sorted sets, defined analogously to Definition A.2. 
- For any map 6 : S1 --f S2, we can define a functor 6: Dop(&) -+ Dop(&) analo- 
gously to Definition A.3. 
- Hence, given a functor @ : Sig + Sig’ between two categories of signatures with sort 
functors Sorts, Sorts’ respectively, 6 : Sorts + Sorts’ 0 Cp, a natural transformation, 
we can define the extension of @ to d-oid signatures, 
Pp: DSig+DSig’ 
analogously to Definition 22. 
Intuitively, this extension maps any d-oid signature, say (C, DOP), into a d-oid sig- 
nature (@(C),DOP’) where the static symbols are translated by @ and the dynamic 
operation symbols are the same but have changed their functionality accordingly with 
the sort renaming 61. 
- 
DeflProp. 30. For any static framework SF, let DF(SF) denote the dynamic frame- 
work based on SF de3ned in Section 4 (Dejinitions 11, 13, and 14). Moreover, for 
any sm : SF -+ SF’ morphism of static frameyorks, with SF = (Sig, Sorts, Mod, 1 -I, - 
Sen, II), SF’ = (Sig’, Sorts’, Mod’, (-I’, Sen’, It- ), let DF(sm) denote the morphism of 
- 
dynamic frameworks, w(sm) : DF(SF) 
- - 
--f DF(SF’), dejned by DF(sm) = (D@,D/?, 
DCY, Dy) where 
_ D@ = CJ@V. 
_ VDC E l&i, DC with static part C, D/YD~ : D&,d(DC) + DMod’(D@(DCl)) is 
dejined enriching the functor p, : a(C) 4 Mod (Q(C)) between the underlying 
categories of state sets by the interpretation of the dynamic operutions: 
‘v’& E IDMod(DC)I, 
Vdop:s in DZ, 
dop%“‘6”) = dop.&; 
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tiii> dt, = dt2 
+ dt, = dt2 
Fig. 7. Translating dynamic sentences. 
Vdop: w =S [s] in DC, (A,Z) E DP~z(&‘), 
dopDp”“‘“I’((z4,~)) = (&(f):A =x B[,b]) ifSdop.‘((A,a))=(f:A =+ B[,b]). 
V(DC,X) E IDSigva’j, DC with static part Z, the maps 
DccDz : m’(D@(DZ) --f (DSen(DZ)), and 
Dc.Q~,~) : EG’(DV~~((DC, x)) --f (DSen((DC, x))) 
are defined in Fig. 7, where where we write 
d# + d$ for Dtq,z(d#) = d4 (resp. D@(ox,x,(dqY) = d4). 
VDC E (DSig(, Vd E IDMod(DC)(, Dytf = idl.r/lDL. 
Intuitively, a morphism of static frameworks sm can be canonically extended to a 
morphism between the corresponding d-oid frameworks as follows. 
_ A d-oid signature (C, DOP) is transformed into a d-oid signature (C’, DOP’) where 
only static symbols are changed as specified by sm (C’ = Q(C)), while dynamic 
operation symbols in DOP’ are the same as in DOP, but their functionality changes 
accordingly with the sort renaming 6~ in sm. 
_ A d-oid d over (C, DOP) is transformed into a d-oid LZZ over (C’, DOP’) which 
has the same states of .&, viewed now as F-models via the Pz-component of sm. 
Since the states remain the same, the interpretation of dynamic operation symbols 
can remain basically the same; only tracking maps must be changed, since they were 
before Sorts(C)-sorted maps, and they must become Sorts’(C’)-sorted maps; that can 
be achieved by the functor 6~ : XSet(,Sorts(Z)) + SSet( Sorts’(C’)) associated with 
the sort renaming 6~. 
_ A dynamic sentence over (C’, DOP’) is transformed into a dynamic sentence over 
(C, DOP) by translating its components which are static sentences as specified by 
the r components of sm, while dynamic operation symbols remain unchanged. 
In summary, we can say that sm is extended to a morphism dm of dynamic frame- 
works which behaves, roughly speaking, as sm on the static aspects and “is the identity” 
on the dynamic aspects. 
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We can state now our main technical result of this section. 
Theorem 31. The mapping m defined in DeflProp. 30 is a functor from StFram 
in to Dyn Fram. 
6. Conclusion 
We have presented a canonical construction which associates with any static frame- 
work (an institution of static data-types) a corresponding dynamic framework (an in- 
stitution of dynamic data-types). This construction is formally a functor between the 
appropriate categories. 
The relevance of this work is twofold. First, we have shown that dynamic data-types, 
as already introduced in [4,5] only as models over a fixed signature, actually define 
an institution, and moreover an institution which is parameterized on the underlying 
institution chosen for modelling static aspects. 
More in general, our work is concerned with the important topic of integrating 
different formalisms, since we show here how to enrich an existing formalism for 
expressing static aspects with additional ingredients which allow to handle dynamics. 
In this paper, the ingredients we choose are: d-oids as dynamic models (dynamics 
is modelled by dynamic operations) and pre-post sentences and dynamic equations 
as sentences. Of course different solutions can be adopted, like modelling dynamics 
by transitions between states (instead of using operations), and choosing sentences in 
some kind of modal or temporal logic. An interesting question for further work is 
whether it is still possible with these different choices to get a canonical construc- 
tion. For instance, it seems quite straightforward to introduce some temporal oper- 
ator in our sentences. A final result of this investigation could be a general notion 
of “sum” between a formalism for static aspects and a formalism for dynamic as- 
pects. 
Moreover, the definition of static frameworks (with corresponding morphisms) we 
have introduced in this paper corresponds (as a “side-benefit”) to a notion of institutions 
with variables which is of independent interest. A similar notion has been introduced in 
[20] under the name of context institution. In a context institution, for any signature Z 
it is defined a category of contexts over Z. The corresponding notion in our framework 
is the (sub)category of the signatures with variables with first component C. Hence, the 
main difference is that contexts are an abstract notion (from a context it is possible to 
extract a sorted set of variables by means of a forgetful mnctor), while here we adopt a 
concrete approach where signatures with variables are pairs. As obvious consequence, 
context institutions are more general; on the other side, our choice allows a simpler 
treatment. 
Another paper strictly related to our work since it presents a canonical extension 
of a standard institution by dynamic aspects is [7]. Starting from an institution I, [7] 
constructs an institution where a model is a class of pairs of Z-models (called an 
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algebraic relation), intuitively modelling initial and final states of a transformation, 
and a sentence is like a sentence in I, but where some symbols may refer to the either 
initial or final state, e.g. x’>,x + n. The same style is adopted e.g. in the assertions 
of the Eiffel language [19]. These sentences are analogous to our pre-post sentences; 
the main difference is that in [7] there is no notion of dynamic signature (introducing 
names for different state transformations) and, correspondingly, no notion of dynamic 
model formalizing the overall behaviour of a system; what can be specified is the 
behaviour of one given transformation. 
An important question that one could ask is whether the framework presented in 
this paper is suitable for dealing with concurrent systems. The answer is twofold. On 
one hand, for what concerns the particular construction given in Sect.4, this dynamic 
framework does not directly deal with concurrent behaviour. It is possible to asso- 
ciate in a canonical way a labelled transition system to a d-oid: for any given state 
A, the possible transitions starting from A are all the triples (A,dop(Z),B) s.t. the 
dynamic operation dop applied to (A,ii) gives (B[, b]). Anyway, there is no notion 
of control state like in automata (the only possible form of control is given by the 
fact that a dynamic operation dop can be undefined on some state A, and this can 
models that dop is not allowed in A). On the other hand, frameworks based on transi- 
tion systems/automata can be easily viewed as particular cases of the abstract notion of 
dynamic framework presented in Section 3.3. Hence, as already said above, it is worth- 
while to analyze the possibility of defining such frameworks in a parameterized way as 
done for the d-oid framework in this paper. The construction could also provide some 
result of composition via categorical constructions (limits and colimits). Indeed a very 
interesting topic to be investigated is how composition operators typical of concurrent 
processes should be integrated with composition operators typical of data-types taken 
from the underlying static framework. Some very recent research in that direction is 
[171. 
Finally, we mention another topic which deserves further investigation, i.e. the rela- 
tion between the “state-as-algebra” approach (states are models in a static framework), 
which we attempt to formalize in this paper (see e.g. [7, 11, 15, 161 for other work 
following this approach), and the “state-as-term” approach (states are elements in a 
set), which is taken in the traditional algebraic modelling of dynamics, see e.g. [3] for 
a survey. We have some preliminary result about that, showing in some simple case a 
correspondence between the two approaches. 
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Appendix A 
Definition A.l. An institution is a tuple (Sig, Mod, Sen, IF) where 
- Sig is a category whose objects are called signatures; 
_ Mod is a fimctor, Mod : Sig“P -+ Cat; for any signature C, objects in Mod(z) are 
called models over C or C-models, and morphisms are called &morphisms; for any 
signature morphism o : Z1 + &, the functor 
Mod(o) : Mod(&) --) Mod(C, ) 
is called the reduct functor and denoted by -ia; 
- Sen is a fimctor, Sen : Sig -+ Set; for any signature Z, the elements of Sen(c) are 
called sentences over C; for any morphism of signatures 6, Sen(o) is denoted by CT 
when there is no ambiguity; 
_ V’c E JSigl, 11, is a relation over IMod(C)I x Sen(z) s.t. for any morphism o : Cl --f CL 
the satisfaction condition 
holds for any &-model A and sentence C#J E Sen(C,). 
DeflProp. A.2. The jiinctor SSet : SeW --) Cat is deJined as follows: 
- for any set S (whose el ements are called sorts,) SSet(S) is the category whose 
objects are S-families of sets, called sorted sets over S or S-sorted sets, and whose 
morphisms are S-families of (partial) maps; 
- for any map 6: & + S2, 
0 VX E ISSet(&)I, (X~S>~ = X6(,), Vs E Sl; 
l ‘v’f: X --+ Y morphism in SSet(&), (f la)s(a)=lfscs,(a), Vu E X16, Vs E SI. 
Zf X is an S-sorted set, s E S, then X(x H s} denotes the S-sorted set defined by 
X{x H sls = x, u {x}, X(x I-+ S}$, = X,,, Vs’ # s. We abbreviate the empty famiZy 
{B&ES by 0, 0(x H 3) by {x H 4 
DeflProp. A.3. For any map 6: SI -+ s,, we denote by 6: SSet(S,) ---f SSet(S2) the 
functor defined by 
_ VX E ISSet(S1)l, 6(Q = u{&, ( 6(q) = SZ}, t/s2 E SZ; let ii denote the injection 
from X into 6(X),,, i.e. ‘ds, E S1 with 6(q) = ~2, (i$)5, is the injection from X,, 
into 6(X),2; 
- Vf : X -+ Y morphism in SSet(Sl), 
s(f),,(i&))=lfs, (x), vx E x,, ,s2 = &a 1. 
It is easy to prove that 6 is the left adjoint of -16 : SSet(&) + SSet(Sl), i” being 
the unit of the adjunction (see [21]). We can generalize this result as shown below. 
Proposition A.4 Let the diagram A in Fig. 8 commute in Set. 
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Fig. 8. 
Fig. 9 
We denote by 9’ : h, o -1~ --) -16, o h2 the natural trunsformation dejned bj 
VX E ISSet(&)I, 
&(i$Jx)) = i;(x), Vx E Xp. 
If A is a commuting diagrum consisting of two diagrams A,, A2, as shown in Fig. 9, 
then, ‘Jx E ISSet(&)I, I?,$ = (a$),,; 0 r$,,, ,. 
Proof. Let us assume for concreteness that the disjoint union is represented as follows: 
vs: s, - S2, X E ISSet(S, )I 
wO,* = {(x,s,) IxEXs,,J(s,) =sz},Vs2 E s2. 
Hence ii(x) = (x,s,),t’x E X,,,‘ds, E S,; &((x,s,)) = (x,6(s,)),Vx E (XI~).~, =
X;Q, ),~~~I E S,. 
- First, we show that y$ is well-defined, W E (SSet(&)I. Indeed, ‘v’s{ E Sl, 
Vx’ E (h,(Xla)),Y;, x’ = (x,s,) for some SI E Sl,x E (X,(j),,, with h,(s,) = s{ 
Then x E &cs,) Y b definition of -16, hence (x,~(sI 1) E (hz(X))h2~~(,~,))=~~,(~(.~, i) = 
(hz(X),,, )h,(.y, ))=s;. 
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h($) 
4 
- hz(Y),,~ 
Fig. 10 
_ Second, we show that qd is a natural transformation, i.e. Vf : X + Y morphism in 
SSet(&), the diagram in Fig. 10 commutes in SSet(S~). Indeed, Vs{ E S[, 
Vx’ E (hl(2$))+ x’ = (X,SI) for some si E Si,x E (XIS)~,, with h,(q) = 3;. 
Assume facS,)(x) = y (the case facS,)(x) undefined is analogous). 
Then we have 
(h(flsNs;((w)) = (VJI)J~C(UPI)> = (Y,%I)); 
&(w)) = (x,~(sI)),(~~(~),s’)~:((x,~(sI))) = (h2(S )6’(sl)((x,6(s1))) 
= h2(f)h2(~(s, ,, (X> & 1)) = (X %I)) 
- Consider now the diagram in Fig. 9. We first verify the functionality. 
Indeed, & : hl(.$,sl) --f h3(X)1++; on the other side, 
k/s: E s;, VX’ E (hl(X1620s, )ls;, x’ = (~1) with ~1 E $1. Then 
&(X,Sl)) = (&~z(~l(~l))); 
~~,,,((x,sl)) = (x,61(a)) and f&((x,~l(~~))) = (x~~z(~1h)))~ 0 
Definition A.5. Let da : DZl -+ DC2 (resp., (da, h) : (DCl,Xl) 4 (D&,X2)) be a mor- 
phism of d-oid signatures (resp. d-oid signatures with variables). Then, the map 
DT(da) : DT(DC,) -+ DT(DC2) 
(resp. DT((da, h)): DT((DZ1,Xi)) -+ DT((D&,Xz))) 
denoted by da (resp. (da, h)) when there is no ambiguity, is inductively defined in 
Fig. 11, where we write 
dt --+ dt’ for da(dt) = dt’ (resp. (da, h)(dt) = dt’). 
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G) n--t/l 
dt -----f dt’ dt ----f dt’ 
(ii) 
x +- dMx);dt - x + da(dop)(h(x));dt 
i 
x +- dop;dt ------f x t do(dop);dt’ 
dt - dt’ dt - dt’ 
(iii) 
dop(x); dt -----f da(dop)(h(x)); dt dop; dt ---t do(dop); dt’ 
Fig. Il. Renaming of dynamic terms. 
G> 
(ii) 
(iii) 
{h)dt{hl - {dG>dt I M> 
(n,h)(~~)=~;,(du.h)(dt)=dt’,(u.f+idc,,,~d,))(~*)=~i 
{dtH - / {dt 14’ dddt) = dt’, (0, &ur(dt))(@ =4’ 
, (da, h)(dt,) = dt;, (do, h)(dtZ) = dt; 
dt, = dtz - dt; = dt, 
I , do(dt,) = dt;,da(dtz) = dt; 
dt, = dt2 - dt, = dt, 
Fig. 12. Renaming of dynamic sentences. 
Definition A.6. Let da : DC1 4 DC2 (resp., (da, h) : (DCI,XI) + (DCz,X2)) be a mor- 
phism of d-oid signatures (resp. d-oid signatures with variables), do with static part 
cr. Then, the map 
DSen(do) : DSen(DC1) + DSen(D&) 
(resp. DSen((do, h)): ~((DCI,XI)) ----t DSen((D&,&))) 
denoted by do (resp. (da, h)) when there is no ambiguity, is inductively defined in 
Fig. 12, where we write 
d4 --+ d# for do(d4) = dc$’ (resp. (do, h)(dd) = d#). 
Altogether, we have defined a fimctor 
DSen : DSig + DSigVOr -+ Set. 
Definition A.7. Let I = (Sig, Mod, Sen, II) and I’ = (Sig’, Mod’, Sen’, lb’) be two in- 
stitutions. Then an institution morphism from I into I’ is a triple (@,cx, 8) where 
- Q, is a functor, @: Sig 4 Sig’; 
_ CI is a natural transformation cI : Sen’ 0 @ + Sen; 
- /I’ is a natural transformation, /? : Mod + Mod’ 0 @ 
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s.t.,V’C E ISigl, the condition 
holds for any A E /Mode 1 and 4’ E Sen’(@(C)). 
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